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ABSTRACT

This thesis is concerned with the use of a study of the musical
life of a culture as a means of understanding the social forces at work in
that culture. In Aboriginal culture it is the songman who is at the nexus
of musical forms and cultural effects, so I have chosen to concentrate
upon his role in ceremony and social -life to reveal these forces.

A comparative approach is used to show how different musical
styles accommodate different social configurations. They are considered
to be able to do this on the basis of the premise that music embodies the
characteristics of the culture in which it evolves. It is able to do this as
it is the product of a two-way process. The music provides a mode of
communication which enables communicative requirements to be
satisfied; conversely, it also limits the types of messages able to be
imparted, because of the restrictions inherent in its style. New stylistic
features will be devised, or old ones be used in different ways, in order
to maintain relevance to changing conditions. It is this search for
relevance in the context of performance, through the agency of
performers, which enables music to act as a key to understanding
societies and the forces at work within them.

The particular stylistic feature explored is the scope for
creativity permitted by a song style in performance. The effect of this
feature is then related to the social role of the songmen. The societies
compared are the Agharringa sub-group of the Alyawarra language
group of Central Australia, and the Anbarra sub-group of the Gidjingali
language group of North Central Arnhem Land.
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MAP 1: Agharringa Country - Moyle 1986:89
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I

INTRODUCTION

Song is of pivotal significance in Australian Aboriginal society.
The significance of song to society is actualized in its performance in
ritual. In performance, the relationslllps to society which songs signify
are reaffirmed. They signify relationships of individuals to the
supernatural and the natural world, as well as relationships between
individuals. The ownership of certain songs by certain individuals
confers socially recognised rights to sites and ceremonies with which
the songs are associated.

The performance of songs is not only a means of reaffirming the
relationships which they signify, but is also believed to activate the
supernatural powers with which they are associated. These powers are
believed to influence the spiritual and secular wellbeing of the groups
for whom the songs are performed. They may be activated for
propagative and healing purposes, or for the purpose of forming
cordial relationships with others. They can also be activated for the
purposes of deterrence or retribution.

Aboriginal societies share many similarities in the way songs are
performed; however, different song styles have evolved to
accommodate different social requirements. Stylistic features show local
variations as well as regional variations. The societies I will be looking
at in this study will be those found in the central and northern regions
of Australia. One of the regional differences in these areas is the
requirement of musicianship for the performance of song in the north
as opposed to the lack of this requirement in the centre. Perhaps the
most unequivocal observation of this difference is made by Ellis:
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In central and south Australian Aboriginal societies
... the song leader has the dominant role in any sacred
performance. This person is selected by seniority in
age and knowledge, but not necessarily musicianship.
Ellis 1979:26

In contrast to Ellis' denial Jf the necessary importance of

musicianship in the central and southern areas of Australia in the above
quotation, the anthropological literature on North Australian Aboriginal
song leaders has consistently stressed the eminence of this requirement
in addition to that of age and knowledge. Elkin (1953:92) refers to the
'Songman' as 'a master of music' who is 'gifted with voice, "ear" and
memory', and whose 'art .. .includes poetry, musical composition and
•

•

I

smgmg .

In relation to North East Amhem Land, Berndt (1948: 17) makes
reference to the 'outstanding' attributes of the songmen, while
Stubington (1979: 16) speaks of their 'musical ability and imagination'.
Clunies Ross (1982:9) speaks of Angabarabarra, an Anbarra songman,
as being regarded as 'a very fine singer' by the people of his area. Hiatt
(1965:59) remarked that most men knew their own songs well enough
to give support but that 'a few, considering themselves to have little
musical talent, preferred to beat time or simply listen'. These remarks
all refer to individual musical capabilities in relation to the composition
and performance of songs.

It would seem from the above remarks that musicianship is indeed
a requirement of the song leader of the north. This would suggest that
the music performed in this area has different musical requirements for
its performance. A cursory glance at transcriptions of songs from the

two regions reveals this to be the case. The most prominent difference
is in the degree of creativity permitted in the performance of the songs.

The songs of the north incorporate stylistic features which allow
for the demonstration of individual musical ability and creativity by
permitting scope of choice of subject topic, text and muscial components

--

within a prescribed framework. Clunies Ross (1988:5) states that

... in the realization of each performance of a
manikay like Goyulan, which allows for improvisation
within a set of shaping structural principles, no one
sung verse is ever quite the same as any other.
Clunies Ross 1988:5

Often a pair of singers will not even sing in unison but each will
'follow his own throat', and sing his own combination of phrases. A
portion of the text of the performance of the Djambitj manikav song
Dalwurra, or Black Bittern, by the Anbarra songmen Frank Malkorda
and Frank Gurrmanamana recorded by Clunies Ross, (1982:17) shows
both men singing different texts simultaneously (Figure 1). The use of
braces shows when this is occurring . As can be seen from a comparison
of the two verses sung in succession, while the songs are about the same
topic and address the same themes, the text is not duplicated exactly.
These variations in text make musical variation inevitable (Stubington
1978:233). It would seem obvious that individual skills used to exploit
the scope for creativity would have some impact on the quality of
performance.

In the centre however, Strehlow (1947:29) stresses

t~e

conservative nature of the ideology informing ritual. 'If anyone should
alter these ceremonies in the slightest...some terrible evil is certain to
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FIGURE 1: Djambitj Song, Dalwarra- Black Bittern

Verse 1

Moderate-44.8 sec.
(stsl

Part 1
Part 2
FM

,5

Dalwurr' ai ei
(dj)
gurrai-djarrdjarr
wogarlngurrei
bulogar rdirda
gurrai-djarrdjarraba
werl-wer!ya ganura dalwurr'ai ei
burrgundja gamaa gadjurdai ei
burrgundjai ei
werl-werlya ganura ganurai ei
werl·werlya ganura ganurai ei
nganda-nganda
werl-werlyai ei
warnaramba
gurrai-djarrdjarraba nganda-ngandei
gadjurdaia
marra gurramaringa dalwurr' ai ei
bulogar rdirda dalwurr ' ai ei
bulogar rdirda
gulei gulei (refrain)
gadjurdai ei wer!- werlradja

FM .FG•

,6

mildja baimirra ganura-ei

FM.FG •
FM.FG •

,7

nganda-nganda
berlga warnaramba

FM ,FG
FM.FG
FM,FG
FM.FG
FM,FG
FM
FG
FM
FG

}
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FM .FG
FM.FG
FM,FG
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FM .FG
FM,FG
FM.FG
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,3
14
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Black Binem
walks the beaches and

c~eeks

in search of fish

frequents the beach head.
walks the beaches and creeks in search of fish.
A flock of binerns rises up as one and flies away,
searches for fish after the tide has gone out;
{ searches for fish;
a flock of Bitterns rises and !lies.
a flock of Bitterns rises and flies to Their home
at lnangand uwa,
rises up in a f lock
near t he warnaramba bushes.
searching the shoreline for fish at low tide at
lnanganduwa.
Bitt ern's home is an island wes~ward out to sea.
S i t ~ ern frequents the beach head,
frequents the beac!"l head.
gulei gulei (refrain!
searc!":es the shoreline for fish. rises uo in a fl ocx.

\

Parr 3

FM.FG•
FM
8

,8

19

20

gurrai-babam
nganda-ngandam

He sits cown . moving His head as He looks
around . then f lies of f
at lna nganduwa
amids: the spinifex ~~ass and warnaraml:;a
bushes
and at His rocky is:and home, Gurrit:aba.
at lnanganduwa.

rG does not know the meaning of the song words burrgundja gama

Clunte.s Ro.s.$ c.r.d Wild
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FIGURE I: continued

Verse 2
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Moderate-43.2 sec .

Part 1

-,::..

de-de-de de·e-e-e
(stsl

FG

Part 2
Black Bittern

Dalwurr' ai ei

FG
(dj)

FM,FG

2

gurrai-djarrdjarraba

FM ,FG
FM,FG •

3

bulogar rdirda
marra gurramaringa

FG

4

}

5

FM.FG
FM,FG

6
7
8
9

FM
FM ,FG
FM.FG

walks the beaches and creeks in search of
fish,
frequents the beach-head
- His home an island westward out to sea.
- His home an island westward ou t to sea.

{ marra gurramaringa
burrgundja gurramaringa
nganda-nganda

He hails from lnanc;ancuwa.

bandeidjarra
warnaramba djarrala

moves among the warnaramba bushes.

nadu·naduba gurribaba

or. at his home Gurribaba. treads :he rocks
looking fo r fish.

FM.FG •

10

werl-werlradja gurribaba bulbulngaia

A flock of bi t:ern rise from Gurribaba ar.d
w heel around. then sewe at another camp.

FM.FG •

11

12

FM.FG
FM.FG

- 13

gurrai-djarrdjarraba dalwurr'ai ei
burrgundja gama
gulei gulei (refrain)

'!"alk the beaches and c:eelts in search of fish.

FM.FG

14

gadjurdai ei werl-werlradja

searc!"l the shoreline for fish. rise uo in a f lock.

FM.FG•

15

mildja bairr.irra ganurai ei

FM.f=G•

16

berlga warnaramba

FM.FG

17

gurrai-djarrdjarraba wert- werlradjam

He sits down, moving his head as He looks
around. ther1 walks off
amidst the spinifex grass and warnararr.ba
bushes
walk the beaches and c:eeks in search of fish
then rise up as or.e.

gulei gulei (refrain)

Parr 3

Cluni~

Ross LV1d V'J ild JqS2 : 18

fall on the offender as punishment'. This conservatism is reflected in the 1 2
style of the songs. They consist of fixed sequences of syllables sung in
predetermined rhythmic and melodic patterns, and the singing is in
unison. Moyle (1986:138) reports that singing among the Agbarringa
which is not in unison is described as 'tangled' (apata) and is deplored.

While there are in fact slight variations in performance between
individuals, even to the extent which could be discerned as incipient
creativity (Moyle 1986:255), the prevailing aim is to duplicate exactly
the song as it is believed to have been sung from the time of its creation
by the Dreamtime Ancestors. An example of a song from

the central

regions (Figure 2) is the Agharringa itvuminva song from the aghirra
(kangaroo) Dreaming 'as transcribed by Moyle (1 986: 117), which he
found to be duplicated in the six performances he witnessed over a
fifteen month period (Moyle 1986: 153).

FTGUR E 2: Agharringa Song
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This difference between the north and the centre in the 1 3
requirements for a songman suggests that not only do the song styles
require different credentials to enable their performance, but the role
of the songmen in their respective cultural milieux may be different. If
this is so then the nature of the social influence able to be exercised in
each position will also be different. We already have clues as to the
nature of the differences in the nomenclature used by researchers to
describe dominant singers in each area; in the central

regions

they

are generally referred to as song leaders, which emphasises their
executive role, whereas in the north they are referred to as songmen
which emphasises their performance role. While these labels have been
used by researchers rather than by the performers themselves they
faithfully reflect the bias in the material studied.

This difference in role can be discerned in remarks made in
relation to dominant singers. While a 'strong tongue' (avlina ltirrka) is
considered desirable among the Aghaninga, Moyle (1986: 140) says a
senior man whose voice has weakened will continue to lead the singing,
if only to begin the songs before his voice merges with the unison
singing of younger men. In reference to the northern songmen
however, Elkin (1953:93) states that 'the position of authority differs in
sacred, and particularly in secret, music and ceremony. It is not the
Songman... who is head here .. .it is the headman of the cult'. The senior
leader of a particular ceremony therefore need not necessarily be the
leader of song. Morphy (1986:55), in reference to a North East
Arnhem Land mortuary ceremony, mentions the attendance of Dula,
not because of his particular relationship to the deceased, but because of
his status as djirrikay, or ritual expert. Hiatt (1965 :59) reports that the
Gidjingali would seek the services of a song specialist for the
performance of ritual even if he belonged to a distant community.

In the centre, the performance by individuals of particular songs 1 4
seems to be determined more by social defmition as owners. All owners
are expected to sing their songs in unison regardless of their individual
talent. In the north, the owner of the songs of a country need not sing
the songs of that country. In fact, as can be seen from the above quotes,
the social relationship of singer to other song owners can be quite

--

distant.

This disparity between the north and the centre in who actually
performs the songs to which there are rights, when seen in conjunction
with the differing scope for expression of musicianship in the song
styles, would suggest that the social roles of the songmen in these
regions is different. An exploration of these correlations should reveal
the different social forces at work in each region.

It is hypothesized that the music of each group will be shown to
embody the narure of the social roles of the songmen within their styles,
and that the styles will be shown to accommodate the use of tactics and
strategies commensurate with the social roles of performers within each
group. It will be necessary to consider the musical styles

and

the roles of performers over time to understand how the musical styles
are accommodating culrural forces at work in the communities in the
present. The histories of some individual songrnen will need to be
considered to assess the social effect of the scope for creativity in
particular instances.

The aim of the study is to shed light upon the narure of the
relationship of the sty lis tic features to the role of the songmen within
the two cultural groups. It is not expected that explanations of a wider
significance for these relationships will emerge.

'
Chapter II will discuss the theoretical proposition that the music 1 5
of a culture embodies the social characteristics of the societies in which
it evolves. Chapter ill will explore various analytical approaches used
by researchers in the study of music in relation to culture and outline
the database for this study. Chapter IV will present the data. First the
music in the two coinmunities will be described then the social attributes
of the songmen in their societies will be outlined. Chapter V will discuss
the music in relation to its social context and explore ways it is used to
influence social life. Chapter VI comments upon the main differences

in the music styles and roles of performers in the two societies, and
discusses changes noticed over time. It concludes with suggestions for
future research possibilities in the light of those changes.

II

THEORETICAL CONSID ERATIONS
Any culture member can immediately sense that
something is stylistically wrong about a greeting,
a cooking pot, a song, or a dance, without being
able .to explain why this is so.
Lomax 1971:12
The above quotation highlights the intimate relationship of style
to cultural forms. Style refers to the distinctive pattern of constituents
which make up the form and the content of a greeting, a pot or a song,
while stylistic features are the separately identified constituents or
characteristics themselves. Style, in being a learned pattern of a cultural
group, will conform to a cultural group's notion of what a pot, a song
or a dance should be. The stylistic patterns provide 'familiar paths along
which successful activity can proceed' (Lomax 1971: 12), but will
change over time to maintain relevance to cultural needs. A study of
these 'familiar paths' should therefore provide keys for understanding
the cultures in which they are found. A study of the changes wrought in
these stylistic patterns over time should also reveal the dynamics of
forces at work within a culture.

That relevance is vital in shaping the stylistic forms or patterns
used is illustrated by Powers' (1986:6) observations of the musical life
of the Lakota Indians in South Dakota. He comments upon the appeal of
the Yuwipi songs of the Vision Quest, which deal with topics
concerning the realities of reservation life, as opposed to the old songs
of the Sun Dance, which are ' ... part of a tradition that dangerously
teeters

on the brink of extinction'. He points out that it is the Yuwipi

songs which are sung in preference in the Sweat Lodge, as it is they
which 'represent all that is new and meaningful to contemporary Lakota
culture'. It would seem that the old songs no longer express messages
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which are meaningful to the exigencies of life of a modem Lakota 1 7
Indian, resulting in creative energies being channelled into other forms
of song. There is a preference for forms of expression which are better
able to give meaning to his experience of the universe as he knows it.

It is in the context of performance that the process of finding
relevance is realised. As Baumann (1977 :306) points out, 'the emergent
quality of experience is a vital factor in the generation of emergent
culture ...Performance ... constitutes ... the nexus of tradition, practice and
emergence in verbal art'. The meaning of verbal art in performance is
not merely a product of the words. The recognition of the influence of
performance on the emergence of culture releases the study of cultural
forms from a backward-facing, static perspective, to a forward-looking,
dynamic orientation. It is the recognition of the dynamic relationship of
cultural forms to cultural contingencies which enables the forms to be
used as an analytical device for understanding those contingencies.

It should also be remembered that performance is done by
individuals. Hymes (1987:79) emphasises this when he says, in relation
to the performance of the oral literature of the Kalapuya North
American Indians, 'myths are performed, and thereby shaped, both in
performance and in reflection between performances, by individuals'.
In recognition of this point some individual histories of songmen in

each culture will be explored to discern possibilities of influence by
individuals on emergent culture through the use of song styles.

It is this process of maintaining relevance through performance
which enables the assertion to be made that music embodies the
characteristics of the culture in which it has evolved. This premise
justifies the finding of structural relationships between the social
position of performers and the stylistic features of the songs which they

sing. On the basis of this premise, it should be possible to study the 1 8
music of a culture as a key to understanding some of the complexities of
social life within a cultural group.

· Different researchers have used the study of sty listie features of
the music of cultures for different purposes. Some have used a study of
stylistic features to classify the songs of a culture. Alice Moyle (1974)
classified the collection of Australian Aboriginal songs then recorded
using stylistic features as the criteria. Others, such as Lomax (1971),
have used a comparative analysis of styles as a taxonomic device for
classifying cultures. He saw music as reflecting cultural values and
behaviour. From his comparisons of profiles of song styles with
cultural profiles, he found that song profiles varied in regular and
meaningful ways along cultural profiles. He concluded 'it is possible to
elicit social content from song performances and begin in some degree
to predict a song style from a culture style, or vice versa' (Lomax
1971:10).

Others, such as Lauridsen (1983), sought to use an analysis of a
particular stylistic feature as the basis for differentiating the music of
particular cultural groups. She extracted scales from the music of the
Aboriginal people of the northern half of the continent and found that
statistical methods of analysis revealed broad general trends. Lauridsen
(1983 :abstract) found that ' ... the social factors found to be the most
highly correlated with consistent scale structure are clan membership
and language group.' This finding confirmed her hypothesis that 'music
functions in societies as an agent of social distinction' (Lauridsen
1983:abstract). While this may confirm that different musical styles cq.n
act as signifiers of social differences, the correlations remain
descriptive rather than explanatory. Other researchers have

concentrated on more fundamental relationships between musical style 1 9
and cultural forms.

Wild (1984:188) believed that there was a more fundamental
un1on of song and culture which led him to assert that

'... music

embodies the fundamental characteristics of the culture of those who
create and perform it'. The basis or this assertion is the premise that
communicative modes are relevant to cultural requirements. Wild
demonstrated how this premise could be used by analysing the public
song series, Yam Purlapa, performed by the Warlbiri and identifying
the social characteristics which it embodied in its style.

He was able to show that the non-developmental musical
structure embodied the conservative ideology of Warlpiri culture. He
also showed that
musical

the

individual

assertiveness

m

the

group

performance embodied the authority, leadership and self

assertion patterns in Warlpiri society. While the structure of the music
dictated the primary authority, in keeping with religious ideology, there
was scope for assertiveness by the senior male ritual leader and the
ample scope for musical self-assertion by the other performers. They
could vary melodic movement within the structure of melodic descents
and to a lesser extent vary rhythmic

figures within the general

rhythmic patterns of textual strings. They could also choose between
alternative accompaniment patterns (Wild 1984: 197). (This is in
contrast to groups south of the W arlpiri, and more in keeping with the
musical styles of the north. It should not be surprising that the elements
of both are present as the Warlpiri are on the borderline between the
two regional styles.). This configuration of features found ~n
performance was also reflected in social life outside of the performance
context.

The male-female relationships expressed in the musical 2 0
performance also faithfully reflected their role in the society in general.
The subordinate role of the women was reflected in their narrower
melodic range, their lack of initiation of song performance, and their
softer and simpler form of accompaniment with the single,
undifferentiated strokes of the thigh slaps compared to the more
_,

complex boomerang clapstick rhythms of the men.

While Wild's observations on Warlpiri culture are shown to be
embodied in their musical style, these cultural characteristics are also
true for many other Aboriginal groups which do not have the Warlpiri
musical style. A deeper penetration of the relationships of stylistic
features to cultural characteristics would need to be made to identify the
unique relationships to each, and understand the way each is influencing
the other.

Comparisons with other cultural groups can also help to
highlight the way a stylistic feature is being used by a particular group.
Wild hints at the possibilities when he relates the Warlpiri findings to
Aboriginal cultural groups and their music in the northern half of the
continent in general. He was able to show that the Pintupi, located south
of the Warlpiri, did not, for example, allow for such individual
assertion and variation, as there is a stricter relationship between a text
and its melodic rhythm on the one hand and melodic contour on the
other, along with an explicitly verbalised preference for unison singing.
The Yolngu of Arnhem Land in contrast, practice a music where 'to a
large extent composition and performance are simultaneous'
(Stubington 1978:4).
While he noted these differences in musical style between
groups, Wild made no attempt to correlate the differe:1ces with cultural

differences as was done with the Warlpiri example. However, he 2 1
concluded that
.. .it should be possible to show, in a systematic
manner, that northern and central cultural differences
are expressed in Y olgnu and Pintupi musics and
that Warlbiri culture and music occupy an
intermediate position ... Elaboration of the model
to account for differences among musics of
various Aboriginal cultUres would require
detailed comparisons of those musics and cultures.'
Wild 1984:20t

I will attempt to apply Wild's suggestions to an assessment of
the effect on the social roles of the performers of the degree of scope
for creativity permitted by the song styles of two groups from different
regions. The two groups to be considered will be the Agharringa subgroup of the Alyawarra language group of Central Australia and the
Anbarra sub-group of the Gidjingali language group in North Central
Amhem Land.

The northern style, in being dependent upon individual
discretion in the manipulation of musical elements in the process of
performance, could be a vehicle for revealing individual musical skills.
This in tum could be transferred into individual social effect through
the display of the degree of creativity allowed, provided it was an
explicitly, or even implicitly, culturally desired accomplishment. That
the musical elements of a song can have

a

seductive

effect in

influencing attraction to their performance, and by extension their
performers in the north, is revealed in Hiatt's ( 1965: 67) reporting of
the reason given by the Gidjingali as to why the newly arrived Kunapipi
ceremony was becoming more popular to the detriment of
performances of the local Maraian ceremonies. The younger men said
the music of the Kunapipi was '... too sweet to be resisted'. It would

seem that young Gidjingali men had an 'ear' for different musical 2 2
styles and will demonstrate a preference for one above the other. This
could well be a cultural trait developed by exposure to variations in,
and appreciation of, the individual musical talents displayed by their
songmen.

The central song style does not accommodate variation upon
what is believed to be the original composition, but requires instead a
performance which discourages the expression of individual musical
creativity. The aim there is to faithfully duplicate the first performance
by a Dreamtime Ancestor. The differing scope for improvisation in
performance found in the song styles of the centre of Australia
compared with the song styles of the north seems to be the stylistic
difference with the most pertinent effect on the songman's role.

Following is a survey of several researchers' approaches to
cultures through a study of music, an outline of the sources used for
data on the Anbarra and Agharringa groups and an outline of the
approach to analysis.

III
ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The analytical considerations addressed will be an overview of
approaches to the study of musical styles and their use in the study of
cultures. Then the . literature available on the Agharringa and Anbarra
will be assessed for suitability to ·' this study. The procedure to be
adopted by this particular study will then be outlined.

Aboriginal music has proved difficult to describe. The stylistic
features have presented difficulties to musicologists trained in a
European musical tradition. These difficulties are obvious in Lomax's
(1971: 10 1) attempt to classify its features in a world wide context.
Difficulties were perhaps reflected in the fact that it was placed among
the 'isolates'. He found the profiles showed strong traces of
'Amerindian style'. However there was the complicating presence of
profiles with more affinity with his Old High Culture classification, and
finally there was admission to 'a feeling reminiscent of the Orient'.
Obviously this musical style was not going to conform easily to the
analytical categories devised.

Alice Moyle (197 4) sought to more precisely classify the
growing collection of northern Australian Aboriginal music by
searching for more appropriate criteria. First her stylistic profiles
consisted of defmitions of instrumental accompaniments and textual and
melodic characteristics. She found the styles of the far north diminished
in a line from north to south. However, there were the highly divergent
song items of Cape York, the Kimberleys and Bathurst and Melville
Islands to incorporate. Through a taxonomic approach she classified all
this material into two groups, 'continuous' and 'discontinuous'.
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The distinguishing characteristics of the discontinuous central 2 4
styles consisted of a song text of a short phrase repeated several times, a
vocal line of a series of melodic descents, and accompanying
instruments of the idiophone class. The distinguishing characteristics of
the continuous northern styles consisted of a song text

which

introduced new material throughout the item, and accompanying
instruments belonged to the idiophone, aerophone or membranophone
classes, often with two instrumental classes being present in the one
song item (Stubington 1984:368). These differences are reflected in
Agharringa and Anbarra music.

The analytical problems of identifying stylistic features become
more acute when the music of specific cultural groups is approached.
Richard Moyle (1986:259) stresses the need for uniform and extensive
transcription procedures to enable comparisons to be made between the
music of different groups. He found, for example, that while Strehlow's
(1971) study of Aranda music revealed structural and rhythmical
organisation identical to those revealed by his study of the Alyawarra,
the small number of transcribed samples published made it impossible
to generalise about the musical style and so offer any comprehensive
compansons.

Different researchers have approached problems presented by
the music of specific groups in different ways. Stubington (1 978:232)
for example, found that the lack of consistency in particular tonal and
rhythmic patterns over the whole collection of recorded performances
of the North East Arnhem Land genre, manikay, meant that melody had
to be abandoned as an analytical concept for this music. This in tum

made it necessary for her to postpone close comparison with studies of
Aboriginal music which described interval relationships in detail.

This difficulty caused her to look at ways alternative to scales for 2 5
describing melodic organisation. Prompted by a remark by Waterman
(1968: 112), who saw Australian Aboriginal music as characterised 'not
by scales, as such, but rather by the technique of forming songs out of a
very few established levels of pitch', she devised the use of pitch areas
for describing melodic contours. The problems encountered in
describing the music make cross-comparisons difficult, but
characteristics which do not conform to the usual methods need to be
accounted for by more comprehensively applicable analytical devices.

The organisation of textual material has also presented
difficulties. As Dixon (1990:xv) points out, when oral literature is
translated to the written form, not only do the words need to be
translated, but also the form. Various recorders of Aboriginal music
have chosen to break up the song material in different ways, based on
different criteria. Dixon, in translating Dyirbal songs from Queensland,
chose to equate a 'line' with the 'repeatable unit of performance', and
'verse' with

'where a speaker paused for breath or for a musical

interlude'.

Others such as Wild (1982:2) have defined these terms emically,
which necessitates different criteria for different music. For example,
he defines Burarra, (of which Gidjingali is a sub-group), musical
organisation in terms of wangarr, or spirit beings. All theoretically
possible musical settings of a song subject, which was defined by textual
material associated with spirit beings such as Black Bittern or Cockatoo,
or several closely linked spirit beings, was referred to as a 'song'. A
'song verse' is defined as 'a minimal discrete and continuous unit of
musical performance of textual material belonging to a song subject'.
This would appear to see 'song' as a theoretical possibility, while 'verse'
is the aspects of song which were actualised in performance. Wild

(1990) breaks up the musical organisation of the Central Australian 2 6
Arunatjirra Honey-ant Men's Love Song in a similar way. Each verse is
seen as a discrete musical unit of textual material pertinent to an event
in the mythological activities of the Dreamtime Ancestor, Honey-ant.

Choices made in the methods of translation have consequences,
and as such need to be given some thought. As Hymes (1987 :58)
remarks, 'the arrangement on the page of any translation is an implicit
analytical claim, an implicit theory of underlying organisation'. He
further stresses the need for a structural analysis of text to be based on
ethnopoetic analysis, 'for meaning may depend upon shape, and the
careful attention to verbal detail required in ethnopoetic analysis is also
a requisite of convincing structural analysis' (Hymes 1987:79).

Many of the elements of performance are lost in transcription,
but some of this may be retrieved by a careful consideration of the
arrangement of textual forms. Hymes found that the oral literature of
the North American Indians responded better to a breaking up of the
text into 'lines' rather than sentences. Typically, a line was a phrase. In
this way such poetic devices as parallelism and repetition retained their
effect in translation. 'Ethnopoetic analysis that liberates the lines of a
story on a page and allows their disposition to have aesthetic effect also
opens up the sources of effect to cumulative scientific study' (Hymes
1987:60).
While etic and ernie approaches will both yield textual
interpretations other than those gleaned from the words alone, either
approach will of necessity stress some interpretative possibilities at the
expense of others. Perhaps the basic criteria should be as Hymes
(1987 :80) suggests, and that is to start with language as used by the
minds who shaped it. All the recent research has revealed a

consideration of this maxim, with attempts made to transcribe texts as 2 7
sung . (R. Moyle 1986, Clunies Ross 1986, Wild 1982).

Size and scope of the data to be used will always present a
problem for analysis. As

R. Moyle

(1986:259) points

out for

Alyawarra music, .
...any individual song is but a unit of a larger
musical structure which in tum is integral
to the broader framework of ceremonial
enactment, continuation of which is
considered essential to the continuation of life
and the world as the Alyawarra understand it
...music is inextricably interwoven with
social organisation, material culture, history
and religious life'.
Moyle 1986:259

While this social embeddedness is what enables the music to be a
means of access to other aspects of culture, its very embeddedness
makes delimiting the body of data for research difficult. However, to
make the body of research manageable lines must be drawn.

There will be problems with the data relating to both the
Anbarra and Agharringa groups, partly as a result of the limitations of
library research, where there must be a reliance upon material gathered
from the perspective of other research aims, and partly because of the
nature of the ethnographies chosen. Most researchers on song have
concentrated on describing characteristics of song style in social
contexts while attempting few explanations why relationships between
the styles and the societies in which they are found should be as they
are. As R. Moyle (1986) says at the conclusion of his study,
I have no conclusions and few answers to the
questions raised about what Alyawarra music
is and does ... although the research for this
present volume did not set out specifically to
explore structural relationships between music

and society in terms of homogeny, it is
apparent now ... that such consistency relationships
may well exist'.
Moyle 1986: 25q
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Such a comprehensive ethnography as Moyle's, however, which
analyses all the ~usic pertaining to the Agharringa, then relates the

-

music to performance contexts and contextual considerations of
country, kin, social roles and religious ideologies, along with group and
individual histories, provides a rich store for analysis. The one
restriction upon access to information has been imposed by the nature
of the material; Moyle has rigourously respected the bans on
information of a nature considered secret by the Agharringa.

The possible disadvantage of reliance upon one source for
information on the Agharringa is the lack of balance provided by
comparison between different researchers' views. This is more than
offset, however, by the extensiveness of Moyle's material, which
reflects his interest in musicology and ethnology, and which takes
advantage of the fact that he had his wife along with him, enabling him
to access the women's material within the bounds of secrecy. The
Agharringa material also benefits the researcher because of

its

embeddedness in the broadly homogenious cultural bloc of Central
Australia, which has been well documented both musically and
culturally by researchers such as Spencer and Gillen, T.G.H. Strehlow,
Meggitt, Ellis, and Wild.

One disadvantage in relying on one researcher for the analysis of
the music of a specific culture is the lack of comparative data through
time; considerations of tracing change in the music of the Agharringa,
and speculations upon resulting significances, have had to rely upon
changes noted by older Agharringa men. Thoughts on changes from

regional sources, however, are possible, and extrapolations able to be 2 9
made.

More of a problem is the Anbarra material. The research for
this area is considerably more piecemeal in nature. This could be a
reflection of the fact that the Agharringa are a far more discrete entity
_,

socially and spatially to the Anbarra. The latter live in a more densely
populated area of greater social complexity. Researchers have tended to
be more specialist in their research proclivities. Hiatt's interest is social

anthropology, Meehan's is archaeology, Clunies Ross' is literature while
Wild's is musicology, although there is a considerable overlap of
interests.

Closely comparable cultural and musical material is able to be
gleaned from the work of Warner, Elkin, Berndt, Stubington , Jones
and Keen. It has been difficult to gain comparable coverage of all the
categories of song performed by the Anbarra, partly because of the
above problem of secrecy of some, and partly because of the piecemeal
approach to the research of different categories.

In regard to the analytical procedure for the present study, first
a description of the characteristics of the music of each group will be
made to assess the scope for improvisation or creativity they allow in
musical performance. The degree of scope will then be correlated with
the position of performers within the social
respective

structures

of

their

groups.

Examples from individual histories will be used to correlate
that which is believed to be the case as stated by cultural members with
that which actually happens. This should also reveal the different
strategies for social influence

available to participants through the

performance of song in each group. There will also be an attempt to 3 0
assess changes through time from the literature available.

I will be concentrating on music performed by the men in
ceremonial contexts, as these are more pertinent to the songmen's role.
However some consideration will be given to other music performed.
Women's music forms a considerable component of Agharringa music
in being performed more often than any other category. However its
performance is exclusive to women and therefore has little bearing on
the songmen's role.

Secular music will also largely be bypassed for the same reasons,
although it is recognised that these categories could be an arena for the
incorporation of eventual change in song styles. Meggitt, (1966:28)
comments upon the informal playing of the newly introduced didjeridu
by young W arlbiri men before ceremonies. Their elders disapproved of
the instrument, but old men move on and young men, along with their
ideas, eventually take their place.

Following is a description of the musical styles of Aboriginal
songs of the north and central regions in general, and the Anbarra and
Agharringa in particular, as gleaned from the literature.

IV
THE DATA

1. THE MUSIC

The Agharringa ·

The Alyawarra language group consider their traditional country
to be 17,000 square kilometres of land located 200 kilometres northeast of Alice Springs. The Alyawarra are divided into smaller units on
the basis of ownership of country, which derives from the
ngirtilingkwa, or Dreaming sites, localised within that country. Each of
the four Countries, (term as used by Moyle 1986:3), are known by the
principle religious site within that Country; for the Agharringa this is
Agharringa Soak, the aghirra, or Kangaroo Dreaming site.

The group associated with the Agharringa Country is mostly
resident on Ammaroo Station. As for the other Countries of the
Alyawarra, the Agharringa are dominated both numerically and
ceremonially by members of one moiety. They call themselves 'bosses'
of that country. Membership of the 'boss' category is determined by
patrilineal descent, therefore the groups are made up of patricians
consisting of one or more patrilines (Moyle 1986:23 ). The number of
individuals resident with the Agharringa group studied by Moyle in
1979 were 149, considering an area of 6000 square kilometres as their
Country.

There are no ceremonies of a type unique to the Alyawarra
(Moyle 1986:52); they all conform to the Arandic mould as delineated
by Strehlow (1971), as does their social organisation (Strehlow
1947:174). Moyle also found the structure and rhythmical organisation
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of Aranda music, as portrayed by Strehlow 'identical to those of the 3 2
Alyawarra' (Moyle 1986:259), although he found a number of
differences in the melodic structure. Using Moyle (1986) as a source, I
will describe the characteristics of Alyawarra music in general, then
describe the music performed by the Agharringa in particular.

To the Alyawarra a 'song', anrrna, is ' ...a pattern of words, (ie.
the word group in the song), uttered to recurrent sets of durations, (ie
the rhythmic units) .. .in unison' (Moyle 1986: 136). Moyle does not
define that which makes the pattern of words and rhythmic units a
discrete entity able to be labelled as 'a song'. The word group would
seem to equate with Hymes' (1987:49-50) 'line' as a marked unit of
words. These 'lines' are marked by the point at which they are repeated.

In most cases songs exist as a collective whole forming a song
series, the texts of which provide in condensed form a summary of the
plot of a single myth, or dream sequence. Figure 3 gives an example of
a song series, the aluta from the apulha, or initiation ceremony. The
songs of a series are sung in strict sequence, except in the women's
awulva series, and in the anthipa series to do with the myth of the
dancing women. (On the first night of the initiation ceremony the series
are sung in sequence, while on subsequent nights the women's anthipa
dancing is accompanied by repeats of these songs 'in no fixed sequence
and for no set duration'). Stylistically the song should maintain unison
of pitch and rhytlun throughout and most, if not all, of the songs in the
same series should have the same melody.

The structural organisation of Alyawarra music centres
predominantly around the division of the word group (or line) in each
song (or verse) of a song series, into four isorhythmic units (or exact

FIGURE 3: Aluta Song Series Text

1. punapunila yariyan·la nguturrunguturruw
shrub-type ironwood crouching
il~lilanitJina

erect
He comes across a colony of rat-kangaroos.
~
some sitting erect among the ironwood trees.
others crouching low.

2. alutimitJimitJiy imirtala arranika
rat-kangaroo channels created
The rat-kangaroos have made channels leading
to their burrows.

3. athinga

ayanpali yariyarila awatanalyika
backbone tail
ironwood encircles
The tracks left by their dragging tails encircle
the ironwood trees.

4. yintila aylkulpalkwa yirrilana intilanima
stick movement
moving pokes
.
W ith a thin stick, h e pokes about inside a hole
and feels movement and hears the animal's cry
as it wriggles to avoid him.

5. alalarrt.fingkuna matitJa alilan"larra arn"nmili
piles earth
dee?
sandy
sand
·
The earth at the e~trance to the burrow deep in
the sandy soil is piled into a mo und. H

6. muthirruthirra yilila anitJina
tree·type
y an.):an.'la
ironwood

sits

apu.napunira
leaves alone tree·type

During the day the animal burrows under
leaves from the muthirruthirra. apunapu.nira
and ironwood trees to find shade. The young
man leaves it be.
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repetitions of a rhythmic figure(Moyle 1986:170). This is more in 3 4
keeping with Aranda music th.an with the three unit structure more
often found in the music of other surrounding groups. Where
isorhythmic units of word groups and the form of the melody do not
coincide, the melodic fonn remains constant and the words are fined to

it. Therefore repet!tions of a formal section in the melody will not
necessarily coincide with repetition:- of the words in the word group
(Moyle

19~6:255).

This must inevitably provide variety in the

presentation of the music, although still within strict prescription as can
be seen in Figure 4 below.

FIGURE 4: The relationship between the melodic form and isorhythm
where the two have unequal numbers of isorhythrnic units.
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The songs are further structured so that the singers take a breath
simultaneously; these breathing points occur at the end of isorhythmic
units and are followed by a rise in pitch. In most cases the breaks come
at the end of a singer's breath capacity, so that the speed of each song
becomes a factor crucial to the success of its performance. Breath
capacity, in being the primary constraint, means that the speed of
performance of a song is ultimately what determines its successful
performance; sung too slowly, the struc~re of a song is destroyed. The

breath is depleted before the breath breaks can be reached. In Central 3 5
Australian ideology this could have dire religious consequences, so it is
a matter of concern for the song leader.

A song series must also be completed at one sitting, or the songs
of a particular section of ceremony, such as in the apulha, or initiation
ceremony, must be completed before the sun comes up. This necessitates
an awareness of the passing of time, usually by checking the night sky,
and a corresponding spreading of song performance time through
control by the song leader of the length of breaks between songs , and
number of repetitions of songs.

Agharringa songs may be unaccompanied, or accompanied by
single sticks or shields beaten on the ground, or pairs of clapsticks. One
song series , a ngirtilingkwa, uses pairs of boomerangs as a percussion
instrument. Hand and chest clapping and the lap slap, are used by the
women.

Moyle does not analyse the textual stylistic features of the
Agharringa songs, being concerned only with musical analysis. As
mentioned above, there is a general fixed order of verses. The
exceptions are the women's series, the anthippa songs as mentioned
above, and the extraction of verses for other purposes such as charms,
(which are generally sung in a whispered monotone), and arrtja 'inner
songs', (which designate conception sites of individual ceremonial
participants Moyle 19 86: 108).
The song texts do conform to the short, discrete fo~s
characteristic of the central areas. It can be seen from the text in the
Agharringa song example, Figure 2, that changes occur from the
vernacular to the sung version. These are in accord with differences

observed by Strehlow (1971 :57 -87) when Aranda words were put to 3 6
music. 'The rhythmic measure enabled [the songman] to take prose
lines, and, by forcing them into the reshaping moulds of verse forms, to
transmute them into poetry' (Strehlow 1971 :57).

Moyle also found there was some text which the Agharringa
could not translate, and there were some songs in other languages. For
example, the eighteenth and nineteenth songs of the arrima aturrpika,
the sundown songs used at that time in the apulha initiation ceremony,
are in the Kaititja language. The individual words were not known by
the Agharringa men (Moyle 1986:99, 42, 43). Moyle (1986:169) also
reports Restricted (f) songs as containing Pintupi words. Figure 3 is an
example of the songs series, aluta, and shows the sequence of the songs
building a unity of subject matter out of a gradual accretion of images
rather than through narrative. To sum up, melody, isorhythm and form ·
are themselves inflexible and a hierarchy of constraints exist, the
strongest being breath capacity, then melodic form, then isorhythm and
finally melody.

Moyle (1986:52) used Agharringa terms to describe categories
of song but found the terms were 'designative rather than descriptive'.
By this I understand him to mean that the description of the stylistic
features of songs found in a category were not unique to that category
and so could not be used to describe the category. Styles of the songs
could n ot be d iscriminated according to category by any stylistic
criteria, except for the awulya. The songs of this category were sung
only by the women, and showed stylistic features unique to women's
singing, such as variation in the number and order of songs sung for
any one ceremony. (Moyle 1986:53)

The designation of song series to one category rather than 3 7
another was governed by criteria other than that defined by the
characteristics of the songs. For example, the songs of the mpwaltia
category are distinguished from the ngirtilingkwa songs by the fact that
they require less secrecy, not necessarily by any stylistic difference.
There were nine mpwaltja owned by the Agharringa, but only one was
performed during the sixteen monthsof fieldwork (Figure 5).

The ngirtilingkwa song senes on the other hand are not
considered by the Agharringa to belong to a category at all, but rather
are described by the colloquial term 'ngirtilingkwa' to indicate that they
are songs relating to ngirtilinkwa Dreamings. These are the sites which
were created and/or named by characters who metamorphosed and
materialised in enduring form at the end of their respective Dreamtime
travels, when their appearance changed and 'became ngirtilingkwa'.
Songs described as ngirtilingkwa are songs to do with totemic increase
ceremonies, but the term itself does not refer to a category of song.

Of nineteen owned by the Agharringa, four were performed in
the above period, one more than once. Some had not been performed
for several years, and the one concerned with the principle Dreaming
for Agharringa country, the u tan tha series, requiring the largest
number of participants for a ceremony of this type, had not been
performed for seven years. Some ngirtilingkwa ceremonies do not
include songs, while others do not have dancing (Moyle 1986:71).

The category name apulha has multiple meanings. It is a term
which refers in a specific sense to the twin mounds running east-we.st
down the centre of the ceremonial ground used for initiation as well as
in a more general way to the ceremonial ground as a whole. It also
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FIGURE 5: Agharringa Song Series data
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series which occur there. The songs sung do not vary from one occasion
to the next, except those sung identifying the Conception Dreamings of
particular participants present. Six aphula were performed during
Moyle's fieldwork, a category performed more often than any other,
except for the women's awulya (Moyle 1986:75). Each category can be
seen to have a different set of criterfa by which it is distinguished, but
stylistic features in general are found in most categories.

Figure 5 above is a list of the song series recorded by Moyle,
and categorised according to Agharringa perceptions. Also included is a
spread of performances, revealing the frequency of performance of
various series over the sixteen months of field work. In earlier times, a
ceremony associated with revenge killing expeditions was in use, but the
two men able to give details denied remembering any of the songs
(1986:154). Moyle does not comment on the wantjirra and itminta nonAgharringa series recorded in the list.

While stylistic criteria cannot be found to distinguish separate
styles for each Agharringa category, except for the awulva, certain
stylistic features can be identified with different categories. For
example, Moyle (1986: 170) found that while there are many different
song series performed in the apulha, some of which are performed also
outside of the apulha context, most of them do have some stylistic
features in common.

Moyle found there is far more duplication of particular
isorhythms within individual apulha series, and between individual
apulha series, than elsewhere in the Agharringa music. Rhythmic
duplication occurs throughout the apulha complex, but only in two of
the non-apu lha series. He also found that two particular melodic

isorhythms occur far more frequently than any other. These occur in 4 0
the Restricted (b), (c) and (e) series, and in the arrtja songs sung in the
apulha ceremony. Each of these song series have two melodies, the frrst
unique to each, the second common to all.

The effect of this recurring melody at various times during the
days and nights of the apulha ceremony helps to unify its diverse
musical elements. Moyle suggests this occurs possibly because these are
the most often used songs performed by a larger proportion of the
population; duplication aids the learning and memorising of songs
needed to be performed by a greater range of performance competence.
The apulha is unique in the musical repertoire in that no other complex
of song series, each one with its own individual name, myth, melody
and Dreaming line, is owned as a unit by any single group (Moyle
1986:51). Men from Urriltja Country are held to be the owners of the
Dreamings and control the performance of the associated song series,
and thereby effectively control the whole initiation complex. At least
one Urriltja man must be present at every Alyawarra initiation
(1986:78).

This is in contrast to the ngirtilingkwa song series which are
conspicuous for their independence from each other, and other
categories. Their melody, texts and rhythmic structure differ from
anything else in the Agharringa repertoire. The text and isorhythms
must be learnt separately for each song, which makes greater demands
upon individual skills. It is only initiates who have proven their worth
by exhibiting behaviour which conforms to cultural expectations, and
skill in the learning of the less secret mpwaltja songs, who are permitted
to attend and perform the ngirtilingkwa ceremonies.

As mentioned, the a wu lya songs do show features unique to 4 1
songs sung by women. (Moyle 1986:53) The men's non-secret
ceremony, the ltarta, open to all members of the community, and the
only one in which men and boys dance together, is not an Agharringa
song, but was composed by a Kurantja man. An Agharringa ltarta has
now fallen into disuse. In general, Moyle found the Agharringa music
to be stylistically homogeneous.

The Anbarra

The Gidjingali speakers of Arnhem Land, also known as
Burarra, of which they are a sub-group, are also divided into
communities. One of these four communities is the Anbarra group. The
Gidjingali land covers 650 square kilometres. The Anbarra own
country of about 30 square kilometres around the mouth of the Blyth
River on the northern coast of Amhem Land (Meehan 1982:15). Hiatt
(1986:7) reports their number as being over 200 people. This number
includes members of six clans, each of which owns a separate area of
land. As can be seen, the density of population was considerably greater
than for the Agharringa.

The Gidjingali have a kinship system which Hiatt (1965:44)
described as Arandic, and therefore it is similar to the Agharringa. The
resident groups are dominated by patricians of one moiety consisting of
one or more patrilines. They also have a subsection system similar to
the Argharringa. Hiatt (1965:49-50) says the Gidjingali claim the
subsection system has always been there but he finds evidence which
suggests otherwise: he reports some men attributing the subsection
system to Kunapipi, (Gunabibi), a supernatural being whose ritual they
admitted to be new to them.
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Hiatt (1965:53) classifies the musical life of the Gidjingali in
terms of the four main ceremonies performed. These are the mortuary
rites, the circumcision rites, the Kunapipi and the Maraian ceremonies.
He listed seven song 'cycles' (Hiatt 1965:53), or series, called manigay,
(manikav), performed in the Liverpool-Blyth River region at mortuary
...-'

rites. Each cycle had a different name, set of verses and melodic
structure. The words did not refer to everyday discourse and were
referred to as 'the language of the dead' (Hiatt 1965:53). It was thought
that the songs had been learnt during dreams in which the
sleeper/composer's spirit visited his deceased relatives.

The series were also used in Rom, a ceremony of diplomacy
practised by the Gidjingali . Another name by which the Anbarra
recognise Rom is Maradjura (Hiatt 1965:70) which is called Maradjirri
by Borsboom (1978), and which he described as being performed by a
group a little to the east of the Anbarra clan lands . Eastern clans
presented these ceremonies to clans to their west as a rule. Ritual objects
were made and given to the group for whom the ceremonies were
performed.

Borsboom (1978:xv) records Burarra speakers, (of which
Gidjingali is a dialect), of the Blyth River area presenting one of these
rites to the Gunavidji people at Maningrida in 1973. Meehan and Jones
(1986:19) describe a Rom ceremony prepared by Anbarra people in
1979 to be presented to a Gunadba group from further inland at Gatandjindjirra. These ceremonies provided opportunities for valued
commodities to change hands and for the arrangement of marriage
bestowals (Hiatt 1986:10).

Manikay are the most extensively performed songs, heard by the 4 3
broadest segment of the population; they are not secret. In addition to
the Rom and mortuary ceremonies, they are also used for some
circumcision ceremonies and for impromptu recreational gatherings.
They are not always exclusively used on all these occasions however.
Clunies Ross and Mundrugmundrug (1988:9) report that a mardaian,
-"

(ngarra, madayin or maraian, Keen 1977:33), song about Moch, an
Ancestral Heroine, is used at the most sacred parts in mortuary
ceremonies, specifically in the darda ceremony of purification from
pollution caused by proximity to the dead (Clunies Ross and Wild
1982:13).

Hiatt (1986:9) defines a manikav as comprising some twenty to
forty songs collectively known as a song series, and each made up of a
number of verses. Each song is about a particular creator spirit or
wangarr. Each song series venerates a separate set of wangarr.
Generally, manikav wangarr do not overlap with site -creating wangarr.
Hiatt (1986:9) stresses this is '... consistent with the role of manikay in
linking clans rather than differentiating them'. This relationship of song
to site is in striking contrast to the Centre and its social implications will
be considered later. The Anbarra have direct links with three manikay

song series, Djambidj, Goyulan and Bugula. The first two belong to the
djowanga, (dua) moiety clans and the last to the virritjinga (yirritja)
clans.

Hiatt's (1986) use of definitions for terms coincides with Wild's
(Clunies Ross and Wild 1982:11). The Anbarra manikav consist of a
song series made up of song verses. Each song verse has three parts
immediately recognisable musically by the differences in the
accompaniment. Clapsticks accompany the first part in which the theme
is announced, clapsticks and didjeridu accompany the second part,

which is the matn body of the verse, and the third part ts 4 4
unaccompanied.

Commentators on Anbarra music have generally found song
subjects, or topics, to be differentiated stylistically. Clunies Ross and
Mundrugmundrug (1988:17) point out a difference in the use of the
refrain in Goyulan: 'Unlike Djambilj where a refrain is usual in the
penultimate section of Part 2 followed by a short terminating figure,
only a few Goyulan subjects in this recital show such a pattern'
(Figure!).

Wild (Clunies Ross and Wild1982:13) found song subject topics
to be differentiated by tempo, but the tempo differences are not the
result of sequential positions of song subjects in perlormance. He also
found that ' ... although the ranges of durations of verses of song subjects
overlap, the durations of verses are not random but fall into quite well
defined durational groups by song subjects'. There does seem to be
considerable overlap in ihe Jigurf:.s raising doubts about whether
perlormers are in fact conscious of the differences.

Clunies Ross and Mundrugmundrug (1988:15) also claim that
text, melody and rhythmic accompaniments are specific to a particular
manikay. 'Not only does each song series possess a unique set of
subjects, but it also expresses them distinctively, through a combination
of rhythmic patterns, melodic and textual phrases and accompanying
dances' (Clunies Ross and Mundrugmundrug 1988:15). They found each
manikay comes close to having a distinctive morphology. Djambidj song
words have -ai, -ei or -aiei suffixes given to them, while Goyulan

wor~s

end in -o, -wo, -go and -yo, as well as -ei. These distinctive musical and
textual features enable individual manikav to be recognised from one
another.
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In contrast, Stubington (1978:227) found for North East
Arnhem Land Yirrkala and Elcho Island songs that there was very little
stylistic differentiation of song subjects. She found that '... the musical
structure of an item is quite independent of the song subject'
(Stubington 1978:227). For example, in a song Stubington (1978:99)
recorded in 1974 at Galwin'ku on Elcho Island, verses 18 and 19 with
the subject of banumbirr, (Morning Star), had a similar musical style.
For verse 20 there was a change in subject to Spirit Man Dancing,
however the style remained virtually the same. Conversely, in a group
of verses about Brolga, the style remained similar until verse 3 when a
marked change occurred although the subject had not changed.

Clunies Ross (Clunies Ross and Mundrugmundrug 1982: 15)
found that in regard to song text, '... grammatically built-in ambiguity
has been deliberately cultivated'. She found on making a study of the
text of the song Wama-Dupun, (Sugar Bag and Hollow Log), a verse
from a Djambitj song series, (1978) that there is
a heavy nominal bias with a tendency towards the
reduction of the use of parts of speech to nouns
and verbs. The poetic verb differs to the everyday
verb used by the Gidjingali as it dispenses with
person, number, mood and tense and presents instead
a non-finite verbal stem, with often a reduplication of
the stem syllable, for example, barlbak-barlbak and
yarr-murmur.
Clunies Ross 1978: 135
This lack of grammatical markers is similar to that remarked upon by
Strehlow (1971 :223) for Central Australian songs.

The structure of the song verses of manikay is characterised by a
tendency to overrun the couplet form found in Central Australian
songs; there the preference is to express a complete thought or a

complete event in a couplet, or brief text, although in sequence each one 4 6
'... carries the description forward a step further' (Strehlow 1971:110).

Clunies Ross (1978:133) found that the verse as a discrete form
'...is difficult if not impossible to perceive as an entity, for it consists of
the whole corpus of usable formulae appropriate to that particular item,
not all of which will be used on any....one occasion'. She concluded that
'.. .it is the variation of closely comparable formulae by an orderly
process of accretion which allows the singer to develop his theme'
(Clunies Ross 1978:133). A look at the two verses about the same song
subject from Djambitj, Dalwurra - Black Bittern, will demonstrate this
(Figure 1).

Each verse contains elements of the subject, such as Black
Bittern walking on the beach in search of fish, going to his home at
Inanganduwa, going to warnaramba bushes, rising up in a flock. Each
rendition of the verse adds or subtracts parts of the formulae of features
associated with Black Bittern. There is an accretion of features
throughout the song, and accretion through the repetition of the song so
that by the time performers are ready to move on to the next song
subject there is a clear image of Black Bittern and his cultural context in
the natural and mythical landscape.

This song subject was one of nineteen sung on this occasion to
make up the musical event. At a mortuary ceremony such as the larakin
performed for Angabarabarra (McKenzie 1980; , different song subjects
will be chosen from different manikay, with a specialist songman from
each manikay utilized to sing the the songs from the particular series
which he owns. Certain song subjects, such as Red Ochre, will always
be sung when the bones are painted with this substance at this particular

kind of ceremony, so there will always be the need for a Djambitj 4 7
manikay singer to be present to sing it.

With such a method at his disposal, of variation of a common
core of formal features specific to each verse subject, it is not
surprising to fmd that a manikay singer may exercise a certain creative
freedom in the textual compositio"ii of his song performance. 'The
formulaic variation of semantically comparable terms is thus the major
area of poetic creativity in which the singers can exercise individual
choice and inventiveness' (Clunies Ross 1978:139).

Stubington (1978:235) noted the differences in regional styles of
manikay. She based her research upon observations made by Alice
Moyle in 1974. The songs of North Central Arnhem Land are of longer
duration, (one or two minutes as opposed to the usual thirty seconds for
the north east). The vocal range covers an octave or more compared to
the one or two pitch areas of the north eastern variety.

There is also non-unison stick beating occurring. Didjeridu styles
differ considerably: the north west has a slow, chordal style while the
north east style is fast, with vigorous rhythmic patterns. The features of
the north west are closer to the Maraian style as will be seen later. Elkin
(Elkin and Jones 1953:99) believed the Maraian to be older as it showed
less variation and was more widespread. This would again suggest that
innovation was coming from the east.

The second category identified by Hiatt (1965:53) for Anbarra
music was that to do with circumcision. This ceremony, which marked
a young boy's partition from the world of his mother to enter the world
of his father, could be marked simply by a manikay-based bunggul,
which is public, or a more elaborate ceremony requiring ritual

expertise and paraphernalia from eastern or southern tribes. These 4 8
ceremonies have a large secret component and are related in form and
content to the major secret male cults of Amhem Land. The latter is the
more prestigious choice according to Hiatt (1986:10), but he does not
specify which ceremonies these are, nor if they were performed locally.

That circumcision was apparently recently adopted would seem
to be supported by the lack of expertise in these rituals in 1965, and also
by the fact that the neighbouring Gunavidji and other people to the west
did not have this custom. The fact that the Gidjingali had only two
professional circumcisers at this time seems to further attest to its lack
of deep cultural roots.

The widespread Kunapipi ceremony was also new to the
Gidjingali and came from further east according to Warner and Berndt.
(Hiatt 1965:63). Song leaders deferred

to a visitor from eastern

Amhem Land at the climax of a ceremony, as he was the recognised
expert. Boomerangs were imported from the south to be used as
rhythm instruments. It was a Djowanga moiety ceremony. Hiatt
(1965 :67) spoke of the seductive nature of Kunapipi in attracting the
young , which may have represented a force to be reckoned with by the
older men, finally culminating in the near demise of Maraian by 1965.
Elkin (1972:92) was of the opinion that the myths and rites of the
Maraian and Kunapipi ceremonies of eastern and southern Amhem
Land had been in the process of coalescing for some years, which may
explain not so much the demise of the Maraian, but rather the gradual
incorporation of its function and content into the Kunapipi.

Berndt (1951: 17) saw the Kunapipi as a desert cult which had
spread north. Elkin (Elkin and Jones 1953:88), however, saw it
spreading from the Victoria River and Roper River regions. It certainly

displays the musical features of Central Australia, but its mythological 4 9
associations were northern. It was, however, recognised by northern
groups as an introduced phenomenon. Its main purposes were to
celebrate the rebirth of the Fertility Mother, the coming and going of
the seasons and the propagation of natural species and procreation of
mankind.

Berndt (1951: 17) comments upon the different style of the
Kunapipi music compared to the northern styles generally. The
Yirrkala - Rose River Kunapipi cycle used the 'short conventional type
common throughout most of Aboriginal Australia, and their words
serve as "key" patterns suggesting and inferring ideas, rather than
providing detailed description'. This form of song structure, like the
Kunapipi ceremony itself, is alien to North Amhem Land where, as we
have seen in the description of manikay, songs are usually lengthy, and
description is detailed and repetitious. Elkin (Elkin and Jones 1953:101,
103) also points out that the Kunapipi singing was in unison and the
melodic range was very limited, which he also distinguished as features
unlike those of the 'indigenous' music.

Elkin (Elkin and Jones 1953:90) described Kunapipi 'chanting' as
suggestive of 'monastic plainsong chanting'. The 'verses' belonged to a
'definite sequence but were short, consisting only of a few words, which
are sung with very marked accent'. This sounds very like the music of
the Centre and supports Berndt's above comparisons with the music of
this area. Keen (1977) described a Blyth River Kunapipi verse which
shows the similarities with the central song style.

To render its content more relevant locally, the associated
mythology was altered and the songs interpreted in the light of
indigenous cultures. In the north east it was said that the Wagilak sisters

had brought the ceremony to the people, but Keen (1977:47) reports the 50
Blyth River people as saying that the Djang·kawu sisters, not the
Wagilak, were responsible. This was in accord with the journey of their
own culture-heroines along their coast. However the basic ideology and
construction remained remarkably uniform over the area of its
performance.

Berndt (1951 :17) found that the Kunapipi held at Yirrkala in
North East Arnhem Land was essentially similar to that held at
Birrundudu towards the western Australian border of the Northern
Territory. Features were found to be shared by all Kunapipi, Kaleadi
and Kadjari (Gadjari) ceremonies, all of which were ceremonies
sharing myths associated with culture-heroines in the north. The
masculine orientation of the Central Australian myth of the
Mamandabari Brothers came to be

associated with the imported

Gadjari of the Warlpiri (Meggitt 1966). This replaced the Old Woman
celebrated in the form of this ceremony practiced to their north.

The fourth category mentioned by Hiatt (1965:53) as being part
of the Anbarra ceremonial repertoire was the Mara ian. Hiatt ( 1965:63)
says that the Gidjingali men translated 'maraian' to mean 'secret' or
'Sunday business'. The central feature of the organisation of the
ceremony was the moiety division. The ceremonial ground was divided
into moiety divisions and men performed dances associated with totems
of their own moiety, while sacra, which were common property of the
moiety, were kept in respective bough shades. Elkin (Elkin and Jones
1953:99) also reports on the special peculiarity of the all-night singing
divided into moiety groups. The groups sit about 20 yards apart and
each sings its own Maraian series independently of the other, but at
much the same time. The two sets of words, melody and tempo are

different. The two groups may start together but at other times one 5 1
comes in after a longer or shorter interval.

As none of the writers describing Anbarra music describe the
style of this category either, hints for its style of performance will need
to be gleaned also from Berndt (1951), Elkin (Elkin and Jones 1953)
and Keen (1977), who made general-descriptions from a wider area.

Elkin (Elkin and Jones 1953:99) found Maraian to be wide
spread on the north coast and that it had a distinctive pattern. The tempo
was varied both within a verse and in different verses, but the lilt and
swing of other songs was absent. Presumably he was comparing them to
the 'Bunggal' songs later researchers refer to as manikay.

Elkin (Elkin and Jones 1953:99) speaks of the Maraian of SouthCentral Amhem Land where 'Acts ... are performed to the rhythm of
beating sticks and shouts, and are punctuated by loud ritual 'calls' to the
'shades'. The Maraian chants are in series and are divided between the
two moieties. They must be sung in the proper order so as to preserve
and represent mythological or Dreaming sequences. Different kinds of
spirit beings tend to be associated with manikay and maraian. The
former tend to be more concerned with wangarr, or totemic spirits,
while the latter with culture-heroines.

Elkin continues,
'Each verse lasts from about fifty five to seventy five
seconds. The singing is continuous; that is, there is
no pause or break between the lines of singing,
during which the instruments alone are heard.
Moreover, the words of a verse describe in
grammatical form part of a scene, situation or
incident. Succeeding verses add to the picture, until
the whole has been described. There is, however,

some licence and variation in the sung text: words
and phrases may be repeated, and vowels modified.'
Elkin and Jones 1953:99

It would appear to have close affinity with the manikay song
style from the above description. This is confirmed by Keen's (1977:38)
example of the text of a Maraian song. In this example two different
singers sing different versions of the same theme concurrently, in the
manner of manikay performance.

Keen ( 1977) suggests that the song language of the Maraian and
Kunapipi ceremonies serves different functions. The song language of
the Maraian ceremonies is central in the construction of the hierarchy
of religious knowledge, but the language of the Kunapipi is peripheral
to this purpose. In the indigenous Maraian ceremonies different clan
groups sing together, comment on, then agree about the public meaning
of the songs, which is transparent in the language anyway. For the
participating clans there is a commonality of meaning, although some
songs will have specific significance for specific clans as 'markers of
public identity'. For example, the mention of 'scum on spring water'
will be of particular significance to one clan over others because of the
mythological associations of that particular topic to sites and members.
The nature of Maraian ceremonies is revelatory with its display of clan
objects and designs. Its emotional tone is 'serious and quiet'. Only
closely related clans of the same moiety, and 'managers' of the opposite
moiety, attend. The male members of each clan on the same
mythological track sing in their own language, but the songs have a
common meanmg.

The Kunapipi in contrast is 'a game, funny', with far more
ebullient content in its use of large objects, vivid music and dancing
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and dramatic acts. The language of the Kunapipi songs is often 'non- 5 3
productive'. That is, the language can be without meaning; it can be
given different meanings by different people, but the words are not
specifically referred to as signifiers of any meaning. A Blyth River man
will say that one song is about monsoon clouds; a Glyde River man will
say that the same song is about lighming. Keen did find there was
regionally wide agreement of mearimgs for verses using widely used
names of ceremonial objects or grounds. The nature of the Kunapipi
song language, sung in unison, allows for people from a wide region to
perform together and keep their differences unvoiced. The dances and
objects are of significance to all in the sense that all participants have a
Giant Snake resident somewhere on their lands, but the ambiguity of the
language enables interpretation of the songs to be relevant to each
group.

This observation would support Elkin's (Elkin and Jones
1953:95) claim that 'normally a type of song or chant retains its
original music structure even though it spreads into a region'. This
would suggest that there may have existed cultural needs better satisfied
by the new style. Berndt did note, however, that he thought the
Kunapipi was considered to be subordinate to local ceremonies and
speculated that this is why the cult became associated with a series of
cults with roots in indigenous myths concerning culture-heroines;
strong local content would increase the ceremony's relevance and
consequently its importance. Keen (1977) mentions that young initiates
were u sually exposed to a Kunapipi ceremony before being shown a
Maraian ceremony, which seems to confirm the greater significance
assigned to the latter; ceremonies were revealed in a hierarchy of
significance in the process of exposing initiates to ritual knowledge.

It needs to be noted that there were no exclusive rights to 5 4
Maraian ceremonies or the Kunapipi, although the Kunapipi are moiety
specific being a djowanga ceremony. Anyone capable of attracting
sufficient people for the purpose could organise a maraian ceremony.
This is in contrast to the exclusive religious links between an
individual's descent group and its estate expressed in the mortuary and
circumcision rites (Hiatt

1965 :67)~

·

A Comparison of Agharringa and Anbarra Music
It would seem that there is a far more complex variety of song
styles practiced by the Anbarra in comparison to the Agharringa, but at
the same time there is a clearer association with ceremonies. Manikay
are practiced in a number of ceremonies, but the different Maraian and
the very different Kunapipi styles are discretely associated with their
respective ceremonies. One anomaly to simple associations is the
presence of Maraian songs at particularly sacred points of mortuary
ceremonies, which are associated otherwise exclusively with manikay.
Another anomaly is the match of circumcision and ceremony;
sometimes circumcision is celebrated in a manikay-based ceremony, at
other times in imported ceremonies.

The Anbarra musical repertoire exhibits the greater variety of
styles. and versatility of use generally associated with the music of
groups in the north. Elkin (1953:103) relates the richness and variety of
the music to 'good living conditions' which enabled the development of
'art specialists'. Hiatt (1980) refers to the lifestyle as 'aristocratic', with
the men's contribution to food procurement through sporadic fishing
and hunting as being done in the spirit of a 'sporting diversion from
devotion to religion, philosophy and the arts'. This may well be, but

the proximity to other cultures, caused by the greater density of 5 5
population, as well as the up to six hundred years of Macassan contac4
may have encouraged a readier consideration of new ideas, and
consequently the development of a greater proliferation of styles.

In contrast, the relatively isolated Tiwi of Bathurst and Melville

Islands retained a distinctive ritual style which did not travel beyond
their coasts and which did not incorporate stylistic features from the
mainland. The musical style was 'dominated by monotone singing with
no melodic range' (Elkin 1953:101). This would seem to support the
correlation of 'richness and variety of music' more with greater intercultural contact than with the quality of the envirorunent, as the Tiwi
had a similar envirorunent to that found in Arnhem Land. I also hope to
show that complex social forces have encouraged shifts in style to
accommodate new requirements.

Elkin (Elkin 1953:105) found that the influence of musical styles
upon each other was multi-directional. While influences between
northern groups was extensive, north - south influences seemed to be
more uni-directional; the unison singing of limited melodic range and
few words per song accompanied by boomerang clapsticks of the
Kunapipi ceremony, moved north. The 'follow on' structure, and the
extensive melodic range and tempo variations of the Arnhem Land
songs, accompanied by the didjeridu and sung by song specialists, did
not have so much influence on southern groups.

Elkin found that the maraian style, which was widely dispersed
along the northern coast, seemed to exhibit an intermediate range of
stylistic features; the singing was in unison, but it was dominated by a
leading singer, and consisted of both moieties singing different songs in
separate groups simultaneously.
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There is considerable difficulty in distinguishing the various
musical styles practised in specific ceremonial contexts over time in
North Central and East Amhem Land. Elkin for example does not
mention the term manikay at all. This is the style of most interest to
later researchers, possibly because it is public. The North East Arnhem
_,

Land songs which Elkin (1953:97) refers to as Bunggal seem closest to
the manikay style as described by others. Later researchers use Elkin's
term to mean 'corroboree', where both singing and dancing is involved.
Hiatt (1986:10) calls it bunggul, as does Clunies Ross (Clunies Ross and
Mundrugmundrug 1988:1). This difficulty may not be so much a
reflection of researchers' interests as an indication of a musical
repertoire in flux.

To sum up, the Agharringa musical repertoire, in general,
presents a collection of song series closely resembling each other
stylistically, regardless of the type of ceremony being performed. The
Anbarra music, on the other hand, while the data is not presented with
the same analytical uniformity, shows great stylistic variation in the
songs used in different ceremonies. This seems largely a result of the
diffusion of major cult ceremonies, which may reflect a modem
tendency, or may be a historical continuity reflecting a culture far more
open to influences beyond its closer borders and nearer neighbours.

There are hints as to the directions and nature of change in the
above material. For the Anbarra, innovation seems to be coming from
the east. There is a greater use of the scope for improvisation in the
manikay songs of this area, which perhaps suggests a predisposition for
a readier acceptance of new styles; the Kunapipi ceremony came from
the south through this area, to eventually be adopted by the Anbarra.

That change has occurred in the musical repertoire of various 5 7
Australian Aboriginal groups in recorded history is fairly well
documented in the literature. Meggitt (1966:22) found Warlpiri men
admitting their Gadjari ceremony was imported from the north, and
determined the date of its diffusion to be between 1870 and 1900.
Whether the extent or degree of change before the white invasion is
commensurate with that occurring today cannot be known, but there is
no doubt that the impact of white dominance has altered emphases in the
musical repertoires.

One drastic effect has been the termination of the performances
of revenge ceremonies in both the centre and the north. Berndt
(1964 :3) noted that traditional fighting, maridjama. had diedout by
1964. He saw this as eroding the exclusivity of manikav ownership and
performance in North East Arnhem Land; the reduction in the need for
bonding of dialect units for fighting reduced the need for the expression
of such bonding in song subjects or topics signifying clan membership
and clan ties. Stubington (1978:270) saw further evidence of erosion of
clan affiliations, and consequent clearly defined inter-clan ties, in the
discrepancies found in lists distinguishing mala, mada and moiety
groupings of Y olngu clans made over half a century by researchers
such as Warner, Webb, Oates and Oates, Schebeck and Berndt.

Elkin (1953) saw Maraian perfonnances as using an older form
of music as it was more widespread in the north and showed a greater
uniformity of style than other types of performances. More singers
joined in the 'unison' singing, even though a song leader dominated.
While these ceremonies did not link an individual's descent group and
estate exclusively as did the mortuary and circumcision rites, according
to Hiatt (1965:68), they were revelatory in that they were used to reveal
clan objects and designs to initiates, according to Keen (1977).
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The Blyth River maraian song text exaople given by Keen shows
remarkable similarity to the manikay song texts in form and subject.
Musically, however, there were differences; there was less variety in
the use of musical constituents. There was far greater emphasis on
dramatic acts, which were secret. Hiatt saw the Maraian ceremonies as
being pre-empted by the Kunapipi; Elkin saw them being incorporated.

In fact, the Kunapipi seems to be taking over the extra-clan aspects of
the Maraian ceremonies, while the manikay-based ceremonies , which
are exclusive to certain clans, seem to be incorporating the Maraian's
functions as a n arena for the revelation of clan-based knowledge.
Either way there would appear to be a process of convergence and
divergence rationalising the Anbarra musical repertoire.

White domination would seem to have had the effect upon the
rearrangement of musical emphases in the Anbarra material in the last
century. External pre-emption of power by Europeans, along with
greater mobility made possible by more efficient means of transport,
has seen a lessening of the need for the affirmation of clan
differentiation and clan loyalties and an increase in the need for wider
group cohesion. Larger clan groupings resulted when much of the
revelatory function of the secret Maraian ceremonies was transferred to
the public mortuary and manikav-based bunggal circumcision
ceremonies, which were public and open to attendance by other than
initiated clan members.

The congregation of large gatherings was made possible by the
greater mobility facilitated by modem transport, and the development
of government or Mission-run settlements with population densities of
an unprecedented extent and duration. The unification of large,
multilingual gatherings in a common purpose was better accommodated

by the style of the Kunapipi ceremony for reasons outlined by Keen 59
(1977): All could join in the staging of the short, therefore more easily
remembered, verses without needing to understand the words. Meanings
need not be voiced in public, thus allowing those qualified in each group
to interpret the songs for their group. In this way language barriers
were overcome but relevance was maintained. Local myths could be
used to maximise relevance, and acts. . .and objects could be interpreted in
accordance with them.

The hierarchy of knowledge must inevitably have been weakened
by the transfer of revelatory activity to the public realm; while the
actual revelations were still verbalised secretly, the songs, designs and
acts were exposed to the public gaze and, one would think inevitably,
exposed to wider competitive specu lation as to meaning and
significance. The Agharringa are much more concerned with secrecy in
regard to their clan-based ceremonies.

It has not been possible to affirm change in the musical emphasis
of the Agharringa to the same degree as the Anbarra as there is a lack
of research with historical depth for this group. There has been a
discontinuation of some songs and ceremonies. Revenge ceremonies are
no longer admitted to being performed, and the Agharringa ltarta series
has been replaced by those from other places. Ngirtilinkwa ceremonies
which are not inherited through a lack of suitable candidates die, and
interest in country connected with them as well.

That changes had taken place in the Agharringa musical
repertoire other than

those mentioned above can be surmised by

looking at changes noted in the central regions in general. The clanbased ngirtilingkwa ceremonies, while being considered the most secret
and most important, were the least often performed during Moyle's

fieldwork, with five performed out of nineteen known, and only cne 6 0
mwaltja ceremony, a less secret form of ng irtilinkwa ceremony,
recorde-d out of nine known. This is in contrast to the freq:1ency cf
performance of the circumcision ceremony, the apulha, six in all
(Figure 5). This seems especially significant when the degree of energ~'
and organisation involving large groups of people in a public setting :s
considered; Agharringa people

were~

travelling as far as Borraloola to

attend circumcision ceremonies which indicates involvement with
ceremonies of this nature organised by groups other than the
Alyawarra. The only category of ceremony performed more often are
the women's awulya. There would seem to have been an increase in the
frequency of ceremonial performances involving large numbers of
participants, and a decrease in the frequency of performance of clanbased ceremonies.

The Aranda inkura. or clan ceremomes, as recorded by
Strehlow, and which are the equivalent to the Agharringa ngirtilingkwa
ceremonies in similarly representing the 'final stamp of citizenship
which entitles [initiates] to a recognised place in the social and cultural
life of their people' (Strehlow 1947:100), took months to perform. It is
not difficult to understand the impact the introduction of white cattle
stations utilizing Aboriginal labour could have upon their frequency of
performance. Forced movement to areas beyond clan territories would
-

also make these ceremonies more difficult to maintain as a visit to the

- - -- ··

site beginning the Dreaming line is required before eacl-1 performance
(Moyle 1986:70). This is in contrast to Arnhem Land requirements,
which may be a factor in preserving the high profile of clan-based
ceremonies there, along with the lesser concern with secrecy.

Death by genocide abd disease as a result of white incursion had
a profound effe~t on the ritual life of L.~e Aranda acccrdi:.-lg to Str~h!o·N

(1947, 1971). Elders, who were dissatisfied with the merits of their 6 1
younger kin exposed to influences beyond their elders' control, refused
to pass on their inheritance rather than risk it being jeopardised by
misuse (Strehlow 1947:171). These were also concerns expressed by the
Agharringa. There is no reason to think that the Alyawarra, whose
ceremonial life and history resembled the Aranda, did not also
experience to some degree these same effects upon their ritual life.

It is interesting to note that the women of the Anbarra are not
recorded as having a separate musical life, and do not sing at all. Their
contribution to the ceremony is as dancers, where they can dance to the
songs of either moiety (Hiatt 1965:58). Anbarra women did have
greater knowledge of the ritual life of their menfolk than did the
Agharringa women, perhaps as a result of the lesser concern with
secrecy. Agharringa women in contrast rarely knew their Conception
Dreamings and professed little interest or understanding of the
significance of the men's ceremonies. They did take a prominent part in
the apulha, dancing and lecturing candidates for initiation in desirable
behaviour. The mothers also had the dominant say in the bestowal of
their daughters in marriage at this time (Moyle 1986:77). An Anbarra
mother also had a say in the choice of a husband for her daughter in
consultation with her brothers (Hiatt 1965:44). Ideally, an Agharringa
man marries his father's fathers ' brother's daughter's daughter, an
Anbarra man his mother's mother's brother's daughter's daughter. Both
groups practice polygyny.

Another notable difference between the two areas is the ritual
attention given to death. In the central regions there are no songs
reported in connection with disposal of the dead, although Strehlow

(1971:608) does record some songs connected with divinatory rites
following death in order to determine the cause and correct laying of

blame. Death in the north, in contrast, is given elaborate ceremonial 6 2
consideration with the ceremonial marking of the moment of death to
the final resting place of the ancestral spirit taking years to complete
(Morphy 1977 for North East Amhem Land and Hiatt 1965, 1950 for
North Central Amhem Land). This is a regional phenomenon
widespread across the north.

The changes noted for both societies must have had implications
for the role of the songmen, perhaps much more so for the northern
songman than his southern counterpart. These roles will be explored in
the next section.

2. THE SONGMEN
Music is inextricably interwoven with social
organisation, material culture, history and religious
life. Music reflects and validates systems of social
distinction and interpersonal relationships within
and outside the performance situation.
Moyle 1986:259

The song leader is at the nexus of the above quoted cultural
forces. Being at the apex of musical and ceremonial knowledge within
his group he is best situated socially to control or influence the
actualisation of the relationships between song and culture through the
performance of ceremony. There are differences between the
Agharringa and Anbarra groups in the way their respective musical
repertoires are related to their cultural forms. The bonds between
music, ceremony and society take different forms within each group
with different consequences for the roles of the songmen.

As Baumann (1975:290) points out, performance can be seen as 6 3
'an organizing principle' which conveys 'a dual sense of artistic actionthe doing of folklore - and artistic event, the performance situation,
involving the performer, art form, audience and setting'. The
concentration on performance orients 'folklore as materials to folklore
as communication' (Baumann 1975:290).The considerations explored in
this section are to do with the latter--aspect of performance other than
song form which has already been explored. The components of the
performance situation provide the context for the language of the
songs. They are the aspects which for the participants make the
somewhat cryptic nature of the language of the songs meaningful in
varying degrees.

Song, Site and Ownership
The bond between ceremony and society for an Agharringa man
IS

most strongly expressed in the bond between his songs and his

Country. This bond is such that ownership of the former necessarily
means ownership of the latter. It is represented most strongly in the
ngirtilinkwa ceremonies. The word ngirtilingkwa is often translated by
the Agharringa men as 'seed' (Moyle 1986:12), and the ceremonies are
concerned with the propagative power of the Ancestors said to be
metamorphosed in the landscape, and in the sacred material objects
associated with them. Moyle (1986 : 12) says that 'ultimately the
Agharringa people's claim to ownership of Agharringa Country derives
from their ownership of the ngirtilingkwa localised within that
Country'. An owner must be present when his series is performed. This
presents a problem for the performance of apulha. As some song series
are owned by men of another Alyawarra Country, at least one of these
men must be present at every Alyawarra initiation.
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There is, however, an hierarchy among owners. The most
eminent position in the hierarchy is vested in the senior owner. In
Agharringa society the identity of the senior owner is predictable. It
will be the senior member of the patriline.The senior owner of Country
is also the senior owner among co-owners of the ceremony associated
with that Country. The senior ownei- of Agharringa Country in 1977,
the time of Moyle's fieldwork, was Frank Morton. He was the eldest
living son in the patriline and he was said to be an owner of every
ngirtilingkwa inside Agharringa Country, although certain other
individual owners had closer personal associations with particular
Dreamings because of their conception site affiliations.

The eldest owner with such a link generally takes executive control in
performances of the respective 'Businesses' (Moyle 1986:32). These
men are expected to lead performances, but Frank will take over if need
be; he has the most extensive knowledge of ritual lore among the
Agharringa community. This could be postulated as incipient specialist
songmanship, but in contrast to the Anbarra. it is Frank's seniority, not
only his skill, which gives him precedence, although the two can and
should coincide.

This bond of song owners to land is in contrast to the Anbarra,
where song represents more the bonds between clans rather than of clan
to estate. A senior leader of a clan need not be the specialist songman
for the manikay associated with that clan. A consortium of clans are
joint owners of a song, which is described as man-ngardipa manikav
burawa, or 'one song to them'. (Clunies Ross and Wild 1982:6) The
ownership of particular manikay, or clan songs, transcends descent and
estate group affiliations and is shared with other groups owning other

estates which may not be in close geographical proximity (Clunies Ross 6 5
and Wild 1982:5).

The manikay Djambitj, for example, is shared by clans from
three different language groups, Burarra, (of which Gidjingali and
Gunadba are dialects), Nagara and Yanyango (Clunies Ross and Wild
1982:5). Every Gidjingali land-ownmg unit shared with certain others,
one and only one of the seven series which were associated with their
group. The joint owners saw themselves as having a common bond and
were often trading partners. This relation of song to estate was in
contrast to the relationship of totemic designs to an estate. Each landowning unit had its own totemic designs and each unit had the sole right
to decide when its designs could be used (Hiatt 1965:53).

People were much more possessive about their clan designs than
about exclusive rights to manikay; each land-owning unit had the sole
right to decide when its designs could be used (Hiatt 1965:53). Point
Stewart men at a mortuary ceremony organised by the Anbarra had
been known to reject designs designating their clan on a coffin log on
the grounds that the workers who had painted them had done so poorly
(Hiatt 1980). Attitudes to designs is in contrast to attitudes to songs.
Clunies Ross and Mundrugmundrug (1988:9) comment how 'the
jowanga musicians were joined by two yirrchinga singers Ngaiakun and
Dawungurr, whose song series is named Wulumunga ... For an hour or
so the jowanga and yirrchinga singers sang turn and turn about, a very
common practice in this part of Arnhem Land' .
... the jowanga musicians were joined by two yirrchinga
singers Ngalakun and Dawungurr, whose song series is
named Wulumunga...For an hour or so the jowanga and
yirrchinga singers sang turn and turn about, a very
common practice in this part of Amhem Land.
Clunies Ross and rvtundrugmundrug 1988:9

The six clans of the Anbarra each owned a separate area of land 6 6
consisting of named sites and the surrounding countryside, decreasing
in significance as distance from site increased. Most sites were totemic
but some were not. The people indicated a unit's estate by the name of
one of the sites but could not explain why this name was used rather
than another (Hiatt 1965:53). People said they had been born at their
representative sites.

--

A unit consisted of a group of patricians of the one moiety,
similarly to the Agharringa. Irregular marriages caused members of
both moieties to be in one unit among the Anbarra, however, though the
moiety associations of the land did not change . Harry Diama, for
example, was the Djowanga moiety Goyulan singer Mundrugmundrug's
mother's mother's brother's son which would make him of the same
moiety. However, he was classified as yirrichinga and was a Kopanga
man, some of which owned Goyulan. How this classification came about
exactly was not made clear by Clunies Ross and Mundrugmundrug
(1988:9), but was no doubt the result of the above consideration.
Irregular marriages seemed to be avoided by the Agharringa. Moyle
(1986) does not mention them, but does mention that the progeny of
miscegenation were excluded from Agharringa status, hence from
ownership and authority (1986:23).

Inheritance
For the Agharringa, a son usually inherits the site and songs of his
father. For this reason fathers will try to exercise some control as to
where their wives will be at conception, as do the Anbarra. If there is
no one to inherit a site, then a senior owner may adopt a son if the son's
real father is dead. This can be done where the father was himself an
Agharringa man and where the stepfather has cared for the son since his

boyhood. If there are none to inherit, the death of the owner means the 6 7
end of that Business. A son too young to inherit Business will learn
from another who is trained in order to pass it on, such as a deceased
brother's son, with a wife's brother trained to act as kutungurla.
Kutungurla are the caretakers of the sites belonging to their mothers,
and the managers/directors of the labour required to prepare and enact
the associated ceremonies. Their approval is required, along with the
owners, before any ceremony can be performed. One is kutungurla for
one's mother's Country and is therefore of the opposite moiety to the
owners.

Ranking of owners is also influenced by the location of their
Conception Dreaming sites. Dreamings closely associated to particular
ngirtilingkwa will take precedence in ceremony pertaining to that
Country over more closely related kin. After this consideration, age
determines rank. There is ranking among the kutungurla as well as
among owners. Kutungurla with Conception Dreamings closely
associated to particular ngirtilingkwa will take precedence in ceremony
pertaining to that Country over more closely related kin.

Anbarra also have a social category ngamonbeninga which is
equivalent to the kutungurla (Hiatt 1965:54). This category was usually
made up of the adult sons of female land-owning unit members, who
drew clan designs. These were workers of the opposite moiety. Men
whose mothers' mothers belonged to the unit could assist but their
special role was to inspect the work on its completion. They were called
aburamari, and were men of the same moiety.

Conception among the Anbarra, that is, when the spirit enters the
womb, happens near the sites of the husband's unit. Spirit children
existed in the form of fish. Ideally the father dreams of the wife's

conception before it occurrs. A child thought to have a genitor different 6 8
to the mother's husband retains affiliation with his genitor's patrilineal
group. It would seem that a father made an effort to have his
progenitors associated with his estate and that considerations of
patrilineal inheritance were a stronger force than others. In regard to
their inheritance however, clan members' ownership rights to song
were not exclusive to their own clan---as were the clan designs, but were
shared with certain other clans of the same moiety. There are various
mechanisms available in both societies which circumvent the more usual
unilineal inheritance.

For the Agharringa, another means of becoming associated with
particular sites other than through patrilineal descent is on the basis of
an individual's conception site in relation to the site(s) associated with a
given ngirtilingkwa. Moyle (1986:30) gives the example of two full
brothers who have inherited different Dreamings; one has inherited the
Businesses associated with Alithila, Aringkapungka, and other less
important sites in the vicinity because his conception site is in the
northern part of Agharringa Country, while the other has acquired
ownership of ceremonies relating to Nkitjinkuna and other lesser
southern sites.

Strehlow (1947) for the Aranda, and Meggitt (1962, 1966:74)
and Wild (1987: 104) for the Warlpiri, all report incursion into the
ceremonial activity and association with land in other territories
through the mechanism of Conception Dreamings. Moyle (1986:25)
reports Lake Nash people as having availed themselves, by means of
their children's Conception Dreamings, of at least seven Dreaming
tracks passing through or near the settlement. The children conceived
there will in time become owners of such Dreamings which at present

have senior men caretaking their Business until they are old enough to 6 9
realise their rights.

For the Anbarra, there were cases where people of one unit had
abandoned their estates (Hiatt 1965: 18) and become associated with a
unit in another locality, leading to more than one descent group in a
unit. The descendants retained group-identity but displayed little interest
in their forebears' land. They regarded themselves as joint owners of
sites in the area where they now lived, and were regarded as such by
descendants of the original owners. The term 'company' (Hiatt 1965:18)
indicates joint ownership.

There was no distinction between patrilineal groups in rights or
prestige if they knew that one was the original owner and the rest
migrants. For example, Frank Gurrmanamana was born into an inland
Gunadba language estate, but upon the death of his fathe r and his
father's brother, he was adopted by Angabarabarra of the Anbarraspeaking Djunawunya estate. He learnt Djambitj from his guardian
along with another classificatory brother, the Gidjingali-speaking Frank
Malkorda, from Djin-ngorlo-djindirraba estate. Malkorda's father
belonged to the Nagara speaking clans to the west. However
mythological figures celebrated in Djambitj are spiritual inhabitants in
both singer's estates (Clunies Ross and Wild 1982:9). The above
examples do highlight the complexity of Arnhem Land relationships to
estates and ritual compared to the centre, and the frequent straying
from orthodoxy which becomes more apparent in the more recent
literature (cf Hiatt 1965 with Clunies Ross and Wild 1982; and Clunies
Ross and Mundrugmundrug 1988)

Owners of Agharringa Country consider they have the right to
order off individuals they consider undesirable, and in the past they

have claimed to assert this right with force if it was felt to be necessary 7 0
(Moyle 1986:30). The Anbarra did not seek formal permission before
entering a locality but expected to be made welcome. They felt they had
the right to eject people if they wished and, similarly to the Agharringa,
said they had also used force to do this in the past. Men sometimes
entered to attack but never to raid food resources (Hiatt 1965 :26). A
clan's estate was not considered an exclusive domain for food gathering
and indeed it was necessary for a clan to move around for sustenance in
the past as even in this ecologically richly endowed region, no one
locality could provide all needs all year round. This would further
encourage the endorsement of links between clans at a ritual level.

Acquisition of Rights

For both groups, while one must be born to ownership,
ownership status is not acquired until certain conditions are met. An
aspirant to ritual knowledge among the Agharringa must demonstrate
skill in the preparation and enactment of one of the existing owners'
ngirti linkwa, and he must have been regular in his tjinkirra food gifts to
the owners on previous occasions. Ownership will then be extended to
him ceremonially on the occasion of the next performance.

The acquisition of ritual recognition of ownership of a site also
confers ownership of all the ngirtilingkwa associated with the Dreaming
line of which the site is part (Moyle 1986:33). Ownership of a site
through which more than one Dreaming line passes confers ownership
of sites connected with all those Dreaming lines. Frank Morton, the
senior owner of Agharringa Country, owns one particular site through
which three Dreaming lines pass, although several others each own two.

Manikay songs are inherited by clansmen who are members of 7 1
the clans associated with it. The skill to sing manikay is passed on
between people who stand in a special relationship to one fathers'
fathers or fathers' brothers to men of a younger generation, who belong
to their own patrician or to one of a group of patricians of the same
moiety and are recognised Djambitj owners (Clunies Ross and Wild
1982:5). This is in contrast to the ngirtilinkwa clan songs of the
Agharringa, which are taught to all owners.

Also in contrast to the Agharringa, song does not die and interest
in sites become abandoned at the demise of all its owners. Rights to the
ownership of the Djambitj manikay were taken over by Yanyango
speaking men of the Crocodile Islands to the east of the Anbarra
because the clansmen of the Inanganduwa estate on the mainland to their
west are now dead (Clunies Ross and Wild 1982:6). This could be made
possible by the fact that the Y anyango clan were already familiar with
the ritual belonging to the Inanganduwa estate, being Djambitj singers
themselves.

Education
As a result of these different relationships of song to culture, the
song men in each society have different roles. Hiatt ( 1965 :59) noted that
there were seven outstanding song leaders associated with the seven
manikay of which the Gidjingali shared ownership. Several of these
singers were Gidjingali while the others were men from the east.
Younger Gidjingali deferred to the visitors when the series for which
they were leaders were performed. The singers were old men with
good voices who had learnt perfectly the words, melodies and rhythms
of their songs. It was not sufficient, however, to have only 'a big head',

bam'ajirra wana, for songs and invocations (Clunies Ross and 7 2
Mundrugmundrug 1988:7). The song leader must also know how and in
what circumstances to use them. The rituals in which manikay are used
need to be known and the appropriate songs for particular acts
remembered. For example, Crow must always be remembered to be
sung during the placing of the bones in the coffm log at a djowanga
larakin mortuary ceremony, as this totem is particularly associated with
this mortuary practice.

Mundrugmundrug, the Goyalan song specialist, (Clunies Ross
and Mundrugmundrug 1988:3) learned as an adolescent and young man
to sing Goyulan from his father and two Yanyango-speaking brothers
Bururinjonga and Kolwa, particularly the latter. Wild (Clunies Ross and
1982:5) mentions that men did not usually become recognised singers
until they had spent ' ... many years listening to others sing, then singing
sotto voce along with recognised singers, or acting as a 'number 2'
singer or a 'number 3' singer to a master'. Instruction in both singing
and dancing is done in both formal and informal sessions.

The same singers sang for the local Maraian ceremonies. Clunies
Ross (Clunies Ross and Mundrugmundrug 1988:9) tells of two pairs of
diowanga singers singing Maraian songs about Moch, an ancestral
woman, turn and turn about. Mundrugmundrug, Mirrabinga,
Gurrmanamana and Malkorda were the singers, three of whom have
been mentioned in relation to manikav singing . Hiatt (1965:68)
comments that anyone could on his own initiative organise a Maraian
ceremony, but also adds that a song specialist and ritual organiser could
be different men.

While for the Agharringa all who attend the ceremonies are
expected to take part according to age, sex and physical capabilities and

the singing is in unison, the senior owner of the ceremony will lead the 7 3
singing. Younger singers may lead upon the temporary absence of older
singers. The leader's role is to begin each new song, after which the
others join in. The few seconds solo are reduced on subsequent
repetitions of song. Thus his solo singing is for the purpose of cueing
his group of singers rather than for performing solo singing. His
qualifications for the role are by no_..means determined by his musical
abilities, although he will be recognised as having a 'good', ( amurra),
voice (Moyle 1986).

His qualifications are seniority, owner status, and his familiarity
with the ceremonial details. He must have a profound knowledge of the
relevant myth and be able to expound details as he sees fit to other
singers between songs. The songs must be remembered exactly, as well
as their precise meanings and order of succession within the overall
song series. He must 'ngirtilinkwa akurrn gwa altjura, hold knowledge
of the Business "inside his brain" ' (Moyle 1986). His main concerns are
the duplication of the prescribed form of songs, and the interpretation
of their meaning as he has learnt from his forebears.

An Agharringa song leader receives his training by participating
in the performance of songs over many years, and will be in his late
forties before he is considered an accomplished singer. Young men
learn by first joining in the accompaniment. They join in softly when
words, rhythm and melody become sufficiently familiar. They must not
request information or clarification. Song series can contain from three
to over a hundred songs in a series. It will depend largely on the
frequency of performance as to how quickly the songs will be learnt.

The apulha is the most frequently performed ceremony, with
Agharringa attending up to six a year. Proficiency in the associated

songs of this ceremony usually occurs before others as a consequence. 7 4
aided by such stylistic features as duplication and repetition of melody
across series. Details of the various Dreamings concerned with this
ceremony may be discussed openly among the singers during the pauses
between each song. This is in contrast to the ngirtilingkwa ceremonies
where information · about myths is deliberately withheld from general
conversation. The acquisition of technical skills and mythological
knowledge is deliberately structured in such a way as to be protracted
and difficult for the latter ceremonies (Moyle 19 86: 174).

An owner may be born to his position, but will only realise his
rights if he is judged worthy. A man considered unfit will be denied
revelation of ritual knowledge, which in tum denies his elevation in the
hierarchy of power.
The ranking of individuals according to age is founded
on the belief that ceremonial experience is accrued
from the time of attaining manhood until senility, and
that the acquisition of experience is paralleled by a
progressive increase in ceremonial responsibility:
knowledge is power.
Moyle 1986:35

Knowledge however can only be seen as power if it exercises
some sort of control or influence, an aspect of the role of the songmen
to be considered for both groups in the next section. Below is a
comparative table of the most distinctive features of the music and the
social attributes of the songmen of the two groups.

FIGURE 6: Swnmary of comparative data
Agharringa
Songs
Similar style for all ceremonies
Songs duplicated to ftxed
prescription
Discontinuous textual
arrangement
Unison singing by all owners
Women sing and dance for own
ceremonies
Women dance for some men's
ceremonies
Ideophone accompaniment to
smgmg
No imported song styles reported
Ceremonies
Initiation ceremony inter-clan
Clan ceremonies secret visually,
aurally and verbally
No mortuary ceremonies
Revenge ceremonies discontinued
No ceremony of diplomacy
Clan songs exclusive to one clan
Songmen
Song leader and senior owner one
man
Support for ceremonies 'a given'
Quiet behaviour encouraged
Leadership in song a product of
senior ownership
Inheritance of song means
inheritance of site
Extension of clan rights through
Conception Dreaming mechanism
Education by own clan members

Anbarra
Different styles for different
ceremonies
Songs require composition
in performance
Continuous textual arrangement
Solo singing by one or more
performers concurrently
Women do not sing or have
separate ceremonies
Women dance for some men's
ceremomes
Ideophone and aerophone
accompaniment to singing
Central song style for one
category reported
Initiation ceremony clan-based
or inter-clan
Clan ceremonies public,
revelatory knowledge secret
Morruary ceremonies important
Revenge ceremonies discontinued
Rom ceremony of diplomacy
Clan songs shared by more than
one clan
Song leader and senior owner
can be different men
Must canvas support for
ceremomes
Assertive behaviour required
Leadership in song a product of
choice within prescribed
parameters resulting in song
specialists
Inheritance of song does not
give right to all song sites
Extension of clan rights through .
migration
Education by own or other
ritually linked clan members
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DISCUSSION

The submissive response is an ideological reaction,
and it is no more surprising that individuals should
be influenced by magical performances or religious
implications than that tliey should be influenced by
the commands of authority. The power of ritual is
just as actual as the power of command.
Leach 1968:525, as quoted by Wild 1975:150

Wild chooses the above quote to explain that which allowed the
Warlpiri he was studying to believe that supernatural power could be
activated by ritual and be aimed at 'sustaining natural phenomena, or, at
most, return ... them to healthy normality' (Wild 1975:150). He makes
the point that ritual depended for its claims of efficacy 'upon the same
psychological source as everyday power relationships between people'.
He proceeds to point out that 'singing, in particular, is believed by the
Warlpiri to be especially efficacious in affecting power relationships,
and it must be assumed that the nature of Warlpiri music provides the
psychological support for the assurance that the magic will work' (Wild
1975:150).

If we are to attribute an analysis of the music of a culture with
social significance, then it must be seen to have social effect. It is
important that the dichotomy which is too often seen in the literature
between ritual and secular affairs, especially in relation to Aboriginal
society, be bridged. Ritual enables an appeal by the members of. a
society to a higher authority than is seen to reside in the all too mortal
breast of their fellow men. But the power on which that authority is
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perceived to be based is but one pole of a continuum of power 7 7
relationships throughout the society from ritual to secular affairs.

For the belief in the existence of a power beyond human agency
to be maintained, it must be evidenced as having authority, just as
secular power must be.

As Ou Bois (1986:314) remarks, secular

utterances are evidenced by 'something seen, inferred, heard told', but a
religious utterance needs something more. Usually within a society,
'something more is available: a special form of language reserved for
ritual and similar uses' (DuBois 1986:314).

To escape reliance upon human frailty in the appeal to the
authority of utterances , a source of meaning must be found which
'stands outside of the chain of human fallibility' (Ou Bois 1986:314). A
source must be able to be quoted which is beyond argument. Its validity
must be self-evident. This source for Aboriginal society is the Ancestral
Spirits, who were responsible for creating the natural world and the
mythical landscape, and the communicative modes by which their power
could be accessed.

The communicative modes, in order to be adaptive to the
exigencies of aeons of day to day experience, that is, to maintain
relevance, needed to be versatile in their application. Yet in order to
maintain belief in

their source of self-evident authority, the

Dreamtime, they also needed to be seen to be unchanging over time.
The communicative modes, that is the forms of ritual, achieve this dual
purpose in a number of ways. The effect of authorship by a non-human
source is achieved by depersonalising the modes. Markers of individu_al
personality are obliterated. This can be done in the dances and acts by
costuming devices and in the songs by the language used; grammatical

markers such as personal pronouns can be elided, as can separate 7 8
terminations to indicate the number of nouns.

Versatility of application to maintain relevance is achieved by
formalising the modes of communication. This has the effect of setting
the ritual apart from secular language, which reinforces the
depersonalised aspects, but also enables its difference to be reliant on
specialist interpretation. This in tum enables its interpretation to be
adaptive and for its forms to appear to persist through time seemingly
unchanged.

The necessary difference in ritual language is achieved by such
formalistic devices as the use of parallelism, the use of syncretic rather
than expository modes of expression, the use of euphemism and
metaphor, the use of metres and rhymes which distort words in the
service of form, and the use of archaic and borrowed, or even
unintelligible, elements. These devices all contribute to a language
polysemic in nature and thus open to interpretation and use in a variety
of ways. The authority of the language itself must be seen to be selfevident, but there needs to be a mediator to interpret the relationship of
the form s and content of ritual to human interests. The mediators in
Aboriginal society are the ritual leaders, in particular the songmen.
They maintain their right to be closest to the sources of ancestral
meaning by evidencing the efficacy of ceremony through classic
educational means; a combination of persuasion and coercion.

The reason ceremonies have such appeal is because, as von
Sturmer (1987:63) points out, the songs and acts themselves are
believed to be imbued with power: 'the power to "move", the power to
take people outside themselves, the power to enchant or ensorcel', in
effect, the power to influence and be influenced. The spiritual

significance of the religious life for the practitioners should not be 1 9
underestimated, and should be considered as much an attraction in the
search for wellbeing as more mundane concerns.

Many researchers have commented upon the emotion engendered
by the visit of elders to significant sites, or the display of ancestral
objects. Strehlow (1947:101) tells of the llbalintja ceremonial chiefs
'proud' assertion that 'our fathers taught us to love our.. . country'.
Even young boys awaiting initiation 'submit to their ordeal with eager
expectation and with a cheerful courage that sustains them more or less
successfully in the hour of trial', according to Strehlow (1947:97). As
Strehlow continues, the high price to be paid is thought worth it in
order to 'win a share in the sacred tjurunga [as] through their possession
alone can be gained independence, authority, magic power, and all the
privileges of tried manhood' (Strehlow 1947:97).

Stanner (1979:85) reports that for Durmugam, in the depressing
circumstances of the erosion of traditional authority structures and
ritual on the Daly River, it was the recall of the Kunapipi rites he had
undergone in the Victoria River district in his youth which caused the
greatest animation and interest; Stanner felt that 'the cultivation of a
great secret and its expressive rite' by the men who had been initiated
into this ceremony was a compensatory outlet and a sustaining spiritual
source in circumstances in which they felt they had little control.

These examples combine positive responses to ceremonial life
with a recognised responsibility for the necessity of contributing to its
upkeep. The first concern is intensely personal but can be shared
communally; the second concern is about transferring religious
knowledge from one generation to another. For those who may threaten

the maintenance of the ceremonial life there must be means of coercion 8 0
and retribution.

A widespread characteristic of Aboriginal ceremonies is the
dominance of elders over youths. Perhaps of greater significance to the
politics of ceremony is the assertiveness of individual leaders. The
leader is ·. the repository of knowledge about ceremony. The leader's
pre-eminence is measured to some extent by his ability to solicit support
needed to stage a ceremony successfully. It represents his influence over
others. Leadership in ceremony would be of little value if it did not
reflect in some way the leader's life outside of the ceremonial context.
Leadership would also be of little value if it was unable to influence
cultural directions to meet changing needs.

In recent times there has been greater emphasis given to the role
of individual abilities in determining cultural directions. Anderson
(1988:507) points out the many individuals given prominence by earlier
scholars, such as Bungarree and Colby of the Sydney area, Wongo and
Mawalan from Arnhem Land, Durmugam from Daly River and
Nosepeg from Central Australia, to mention but a few that he cites.
However, the structural significance in the societies of these dominant
individuals was rarely a matter of theoretical concern.

Aboriginal society has often been characterised as egalitarian and
without government, implying little possibility for the cultivation of the
use of individual differences for political purposes. It could be argued
that much of this research was being done at a time when Aboriginal
power relations were at their lowest ebb in regard to effectivene~s.
Meggitt (1962: 178), for example, who based his opinions on
observation of the Warlpiri, did not see the authority and prestige of the

male elders in the sacred sphere as carrymg over into the secular 8 1
sphere.

Similarly, Hiatt (1965:74) saw the society of the Gidjingali as
being devoid of government. There was no institution with authority to
deal with such disputes; (eg. conflict over women)'. However, he did
...;

concede that there was 'a community of people with a set of common
values and a system of formally-defmed rights and obligations ... public
opinion about the merits of the cases clearly influenced the behaviour of
people concerned'. While behaviour was influenced by ritually shaped
opinion, he does not seem to see much control of secular life issuing
from ritual concerns.

Strehlow (1965:111) stresses, however, that these observers were
working with groups in areas which had seen severe disruption as a
result of the presence of Europeans. The research carried out in the
1950's and 60's by these men was done at a time of trauma in regard to
structural relationships within Aboriginal society. The Warlpiri had
been rounded up into settlements with uncharacteristically high
concentrations of population numbers of diverse cultural composition:
Four distinct Warlpiri communities which would normally have been
scattered across a tribal area covering much of the central regions of
the Northern Territory were concentrated within the confines of three
Government-formed centres. Similarly, many of the inhabitants of
North Central Amhem Land were drawn to the settlement at
Maningrida, the area of Hiatt's study, which also disrupted usual
settlement patterns.

Social structures, which provide the framework of governmental
praxis, were drastically interfered with by the presence of police,
missionaries ·and traders of foreign goods. The police prohibited

traditional behavioural sanctions such as revenge raids, 'payback' and 8 2
sorcery, the missionaries attacked traditional justification for those
sanctions and the traders changed the economic base for the rationale of
the entire belief system, which was to sustain life by means inherent in
its beliefs.

Strehlow (1965:95), in contra;t to the above researchers, stresses
the fundamentally pragmatic base of the traditional religious life:
It cannot be stressed too strongly that Central
Australian mythology did not concern itself with
the sky but with the earth ... the survival of all
the inland tribes had necessitated the creation
of social structures, and of an economic order,
designed to bring about the utilization of the
whole of the country so that every region could
support some part of the well-distributed population'.
Strehlow 1965:95
The social structure devised was monitored by the ritual life of a
group which made possible a system of controls which permeated every
aspect of an individual's existence.

The authority of the older men was sanctioned by the belief that
the correct perfonnance of ceremonial acts as originally instituted by
supernatural ancestral beings were necessary to ensure the sustenance
provided by the country in which they lived, and so preserve the
wellbeing of the people. This religious authority extended into the
secular sphere. As Strehlow (1965:95) continues, 'the ceremonial chief
of this totemic centre ... was a person of very real secular authority ... in
his own njing anga section area. This secular authority derived
inevitably from some of the religious functions exercised by him'.

This authority was reinforced by the use of means of retribution,
including capital punishment, should sanctions be transgressed. Strehlow

(1965:95) gives many examples which he came across in his role as a 8 3
Commonwealth Patrol Officer in the Central Australian region. Not
only was retribution meted out for ritual transgressions such as the
desecration of ritual objects, or the transmission of secret knowledge to
the initiated, but also for more 'secular' reasons such as the display of
arrogance, outside the ritual context, by the young towards their elders,
or the stealing of an elder's wife by an wunarried younger man.

This is in stark contrast to Stanner's (1979:90) account of the
plight of Durmagam in his old age, when he had no recourse to justice,
white or black, in the controlling of the usurpation of his wives by
younger men, and in their disregard for the respect which would
traditionally have been his. The white forms of justice had little concern
for the problems of an Aboriginal man with more than one wife, while
his traditional forms of justice were no longer permitted by the
dominant white law. Before 1932 Durmugam had himself been involved
in 'cult' and revenge killings, ritual spear woundings and wars, with
divination often being used as the means of determining the guilty. But
by 1952 he was lamenting that 'the old men had lost their authority' and
'the young men derided the secret life'.

Hiatt (1987:185) reports Frank Gurrmanamana as describing the
pre-European goverrunental process; an assembly of men would reach a
decision to execute an individual whose violence had become a matter of
deep public concern. It was the eldest man, 'a really important man',
who called and addressed the meeting. Decision was by consensus, but
the architecture of the meeting would seem to have depended upon the
hierarchy of ritual power to ensure its occurrence in the frrst place, and
the sanctioning of its decision by consensus.

Hiatt (1965:98) also gives examples of traditional means of 8 4
retribution among the Gidjingali in Arnhem Land through 'payback',
spear wounding and sorcery. Meehan and Jones (1986:18) speak of the
use of a 'bogey' or cleansing ceremony, being used to expiate the insult
incurred a short time before when a young man struck a senior land
owner during a quarrel. Magic and sorcery were frequently used

.
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contment wide as a means of exercising retribution or nullifying its
effects. Aberasturi (1986:132) points out the reasons why laws of such
secular-seeming concern as, for example, the 'universal' custom of
mother-in-law avoidance, were respected. She cites Howitt (1904:29597) as saying that 'Aborigines' were 'socialised to believe that the
infraction of some social laws and regulations would have provoked
some supernatural punislunent'.

Aboriginal people, as a result of the European presence, have
had the power relationships of traditional culture severely distorted, but
to deny they existed is to deny their ability to control their own affairs,
and in the final analysis, the right to autonomy. One of the paths to
authority is the career of the songman.

The songmen are the ritual leaders most strategically placed in
the structure of Aboriginal society for the exercise of power. However,
these paths are not immutable, and those who follow them are not
preordained. Individual qualities and the scope allowed by the rules for
their expression, must both be taken into consideration in looking at
positions within the structures of societies.

Anderson (1988:507) expressed the belief that the neo-traditional
use of the term 'boss' in relation to Cape York peninsular, east coast
communities reflects continuity with traditional cultural perceptions of
power relations in that area. He stresses that the existence of these

power relations is inherent in the social structures in which they are 8 5
found, and concludes that they stem from the interaction of 'prescribed
status' with 'achieved status'. Prescribed status is a product of biological
and structural factors, while achieved status is obtained via qualities
different from, or over and above those, of acquired status. Anderson
(1988:508) uses Baiandier's (1970:79) defmition of biological', that is
the 'so-called "natural" inequalities:..based on differences of sex and
age, but revealed in a hierarchy of individual positions placing men in
relation to women and each individual within the sex group according
to age'.

Structural attributes of prescribed status positions are formal
attributes which are particular combinations of the biological, (age and
sex), and of kinship, which involves factors including territorial and
totemic affiliation and descent. Achieved status is through the use, or
even circumvention, of the previous two, made possible by the
exercising of personal intellectual, physical and political prowess.

For an individual to become a song leader it is essential that he
show attributes of the achieved status category. A song leader of the
most fortuitous prescribed status attributes still must earn his place in
the hierarchy. His secular life is watched, his attitude to his elders is
monitored, especially the proffering of food gifts to 'loosen their
tongues' (Moyle 1986), and his skills in memorising and performing
ceremonies is noted.

The different song styles of the north and south emphasise,
however, the cultivation of different attributes. In the centre, an initiate
during the apulha ceremony is lectured on the desirable behaviour for
an adult. He is admonished to be 'quiet' (Moyle 1986:102) and to
respect and observe the authority of his elders. He is given counsel in

this regard by both the women and the men. Frank Morton, ritual 8 6
leader of the Agharringa, shows remarkable humility in the execution
of his role as song leader. He will often stand back at the start of
ceremonies, prompting younger men, only gradually coming forward
to assert his position as the requirements of knowledge extend beyond
the bounds of those present. Obviously the assertive display of his
musical talents is not required. He..,is assured of his position without
personal aggrandisement. He was taught his songs along with all his coowners, in unison, and it was his ability to most exactly duplicate his
elders' songs and ceremony which earned him his position. His
education would have been monitored to ensure his knowledge was
acquired at ages considered appropriate.

In contrast, in the north, Anbarra songmen can utilize the scope
allowed by their musical style to display their skill. To attain songman
status they in fact must display an interest and skill at an early age in
order to attract the attention of a teacher, which in some cases will be a
close relative , even a father, who was a specialist songman. It is the
specialist skill which sets them apart from their co-owners of ritual. Not
only is it a skill in singing songs which must be acquired, but a skill in
Ctm\ ~sing ritual as well. As for the songs, the rituals are not strictly

prescribed for all occasions; the complex clan relationships pertaining
to co-ownership of song, sites and totems will help determine the
subject matter of each ceremony and ensure that each \Vill be different.

Clunies Ross (1978:144) remarks upon the powerful force of the
factor of conscious differentiation in Amhem Land society. Ways in
which this can manifest itself in the song men is by the development of
an individual song style. While a pupil will acknowledge his debt to his
instructors he will establish his own style. She noticed differences in the
styles of Gurrmanamana and his teacher Angabarabarra in recordings

spanning decades, and quotes Alice Moyle as noticing the variation in 8 7
singing styles between father and son. Elkin (Elkin and Jones 1953:98)
mentions the impact of individual songmen on the style of a group in
general. 'Allowance must be made for variations introduced by
individual Songmen with their own inspiration and flare for melody and
rhythm'. The power to influence style in performance also extends to
the content of performance.

Baumann (1975:305) considers in relation to the power inherent
in performance to transform social structure that
...perhaps there is a key here to the persistently
documented tendency for performers
to be both admired and feared - admired for their
artistic skill and power and enhancement of
the experience they provide, feared because
of the potential they represent for subverting
and transforming the status quo'.
Baumann 1975:305

Stubington (1978:225) surmises it may possibly be found that in
practice the ideal, whereby the clan affiliation of the singer determines
what he sings, is inverted, so that the singer, by singing about certain
topics, makes a claim to certain rights and obligations. This is evidenced
by Gurrmanamana's preference for the Djambitj song Marrawal, or
Spirit Man, as he has a personal link with this wangarr whose home is

in his clan estate. (Clunies Ross 1978:144).. He believes this spirit has
endowed him with special medical skills, a fact which is publicly
recognised, no doubt with the assistance of these 'advertisements'.
Morphy (1986:63) also comments upon the personal element in song
choice among the neighbouring Yolngu. During a Madarrpa mortuary
ceremony songs were chosen which reflected places visited with the
deceased during life, and personal feelings for the deceased, even to the
extent of adding spontaneous lines about those feelings.

If a song leader of the centre must only duplicate what has 8 8
preceded him then feats of memory are the only exceptional skill
required of him in regard to the singing of his songs. It could well be
asked what aspect of his art satisfies his creative urges. Hale (1984:259)
suggests that the urge to be creative is satisfied through song in the
Centre not through playing with the musical constituents but rather
through the way song is used in the 1earning process; while the correct
performance of song is essential, individual creative impulse is satisfied
by the successful discerning of ever more esoteric interpretations of the
meanings of the song. It is interpretation which is manipulated, rather
than aspects of performance.

Hale found that the simple fact that he eventually recognised in
what language a particular song was being sung, which he had heard
repeated many times, gave him great pleasure in the ceremonial context;
it was one more piece solved in the intellectual puzzle which the songs
presented. Similarly, Strehlow (1971 :207) comments upon the years of
training required for a singer to understand his own verse, but it
becomes the key to understanding many other verses. The language does
not spring from the 'language of the common people' but is the workedfor privilege of fully initiated men. Both approaches to song, however,
hold p otent methods for both attracting and holding power and
influence.

The song leader of the centre not only teaches the songs and the
ceremonial acts, but controls the unfolding of their significance to his
pupils. His is a quieter expression of his art, but requiring no less skill

in its way than his more flamboyant northern counterpart. Both had
achieved hard won status. Morphy (1986:55) comments upon the fact
that 'the knowledge required to be a dj i rri k !i y is staggering,
... [requiring] ... prodigious memory and profound knowledge'. Moyle

(1986: 140) comments upon the slow and difficult process of 8 9
memorising songs, made more difficult by the educative process which
denies practice or discussion during ceremonies. An Agharringa man is
usually in late middle age before he is proficient in all his Country's
Business.

For the Alyawarra the role of song leader and ritual organiser
will be combined in the one person, although other owners collaborate,
as do the kutungurla involved. In North Central Amhemland these
roles may be separated. A songman may organise ceremony, but he will
have other songmen involved as was the case for the mortuary
ceremony held for Angabarabarra (Hiatt 1980). A number of songmen
were present to sing the songs of their particular manikay as they
pertained to the particular ritual context. Frank Gurrmanamana, a
leading Djambitj songman, decided that the ritual should be performed,
and organised the assemblage of people. He was subject to close
monitoring by others, but took the credit for the ceremony's success in
his role as ritual leader rather than as a songman in this instance.

Hiatt (1965 :67) also records the reaction of an organiser at the
conclusion of a Kunapipi ceremony which demonstrates the significance
of the executive role. 'He alone wept when the representation of
Kunapipi was allowed to fall across the trench, signifying that the rite
had ended. He had saved most of his wages for several months before
Kunapipi started and invested more money in it than any::me else. He
told me that for his efforts his name would be known far and wide'.
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CONCLUSION

A difference in song style between the two communities studied
has been demonstrated. The styles found in these communities are
representative of the particular regions in which they are found
consequently conclusions drawn can be significant for groups beyond
the communities studied.

The song style of the desert communities accommodates the exact
duplication of prescribed forms sung in unison. The song style of the
northern communities requires a creative interpretation in performance
of loosely prescribed forms. Song leaders in the desert community
lead the performance of unison singing while songmen in the north do
their singing unaccompanied, or in the company of one or two others
who do not sing strictly in unison. In contrast to the requirements of a
performance of the former style, the latter style requires a cultivation
of a skill in performance not necessarily present in group leaders.

The leader of the performance of song in the centre is the leader
as a result of his position in the social structure of his group and a
knowledge of the songs. Positions as leader of a group and leader of
song are undifferentiated in the social structure of the group. The
leader of the performance of song in the north requires specialis i:
performance skills in addition to social position.

Also his social

position may not coincide with his position as song leader in particular
performance contexts. Social position and leadership of song may ~e
differentiated in the social structure of the group.

The northern style would seem to accentuate the expression of 9 1
differences between individuals where the central style would seem to

be more conducive to suppressing the expression of differences. The
need for particular skills to accommodate a song style requiring a
certain creative ability for its performance would appear to encourage
social behaviour characterised by a certain competitive display to
demonstrate the presence of these skills in an individual. This requires
in turn the development of the role of a specialist songman. A songman
of the north must be much more assertive in demonstrating his acquired
status as a leader of song than a song leader of the centre.

The different song styles have been shown to accommodate and
accentuate the different social roles of the song leaders. Whether these
differences in song style are related to other aspects of the lives of
community members, such as economic or environmental, remains
beyond the considerations of this study.

There are indications that the roles of the songmen could be
undergoing a shift in emphasis. This could be the result of the
comparative ease with which large groups can be assembled nowadays,
as well as the need for wider group cohesion in the face of white
dominance. In both areas, ceremonies requiring inter-clan gatherings
seem to be more prominent than in the past. The apulha initiation
ceremony of the Alyawarra is in fact a cluster of ceremonies, and is the
only one involving the whole community. It is the focus of more time
and attention by the entire community than any of the other ceremonies.
It involves the transfer of food, (usually non-perishables such as flour,
tea and sugar), cloth and clothing as gifts to appropriate participants f~r
their services, as opposed to the perishable food gifts required by clan
ceremonies.

The Anbarra ceremonies require the expending of much time 9 2
and energy and the outlay of often large amounts of cash as evidenced
above. Their clan-based ceremonies have become more public,
involving larger groups of people, while the Kunapipi ceremonies
require large inter-clan gatherings, even though they are secret.
It is difficult to know what effect the introduced Kunapipi is
having on the role of the songmen in the north, as the songs are of the
same style as for the centre. The singing is in unison which would
render the particular skills of a specialist songman of limited use.
Perhaps their appeal to the young men is in part a product of their
being permitted to join in the singing. The song style would certainly
seem better able to accommodate large disparate groups for reasons
outlined earlier; easily memorised short verses, and non-voiced
interpretation on the ground, interpretation depending on the word of a
local expert given later.

Interpretation is divergent in the north and occurrs away from
the ceremonial ground. In the centre all those in attendance explicitly
express agreement upon interpretation, so the style is being used
differently. Interpretation away from the ceremonial ground permits
the bonding of disparate groups in apparent agreement and suppresses
differences. Perhaps the Kunapipi has become another opportunity for
the expression of the above assertion that the cohesion of larger groups
is a response to white domination and, as a consequence, an expression
of perceptions of affiliation with groups wider than the clan. The
influence of economic and material culture changes, such as the
increased access to motor vehicles, would also need to be considered .in
this regard.

It would be interesting to speculate also upon the effect of the 9 3
greater use of mechanisms such as migration and Conception Dreaming
ideology in eventually resulting in larger units. This is a possibility
made feasible by the increasingly more flexible links between clans and
song ownership.

The prestige accrued by a cult leader of large scale intergroup
ceremonies such as the Kunapipi suggests the songman's role could be
of secondary significance. This is particulary highlighted by the
example given by Hiatt (1965:67) above, where the organiser of a
Kunapipi ceremony reveals that a strong motive for his role as
organiser was to spread his name 'far and wide'.

Unlike the desert ceremonies, the executant and the performance
roles have been separated. There is not really enough information in the
literature to make strong assertions on these points, but hints as to
trends are evident. The careers of individual songmen would need to be
followed closely to ascertain the effects of these more recent influences.

Anbarra men resisted the Kunapipi's competition with the local
Maraian ceremonies. That elders resist innovation that threatens the
autonomy of their expertise is everywhere the case. Meggitt (1966:28)
reports the old Warlpiri men allowed the newly introduced didjeridu to
be played by the young men before ceremonies, but scoffed at its use
none the less. It would seem that the Anbarra songmen's response to the
Kunapipi was to enhance the visibility of their clan-based ceremonies by
transferring revelatory activity to the public ceremonies and thus
ensuring a larger audience. Their fame could spread more in the
manner of a cult leader, perhaps reinforcing their significance locally.
The Anbarra songmen performed a Rom ceremony of diplomacy in
Canberra at their own instigation in 1982 (Wild 1986) in response to

close associations formed with members of the Australian Institute of 9 4
Aboriginal Studies, of which they had also been made members. 'A big
mob of balanda (white people) can come to see the ceremony; a big mob
of an-gigaliya (Aboriginal people) can come too' (Wild 1986:25).

It would seem that different song styles indeed accommodate
different social possibilities, and that they also change in response to
changes in social forces. The central song style of the Kunapipi seems to
be an anomaly when correlating the particular song styles to cultural
forms. It would appear however to be a song style still in the process of
adjusting to new social settings. The style is obviously being used for
different social purposes to its use in the centre. It would appear the gap
between the roles of songmen and cult leaders is widening in terms of
power relationships, with a response by the songmen of a widening of
the influence of clan-based ceremonies. The closer proximity of
different cultural units in Amhem Land makes ceremonies of a wider
application more feasible. The Agharringa do not seem to have this
problem to the same degree, as they move in a more homogeneous
cultural bloc.

By tracing the relevance of song forms to song contexts, the
roles of the ritual leaders, and their effect in their societies, become
evident. A study of a song style in itself will reveal little of these
configurations, but a diachronic study of the styles in their specific
social contexts reveals the structural significance of social roles, and the
tactics and strategies of power distribution they make possible.

Performance is the arena where all these disparate forces come
together, and as such, the dynamics of performance need to be
considered. Performances are carried out by individuals, so individual
histories need to be taken into account to assess the influence they have

on the outcome of performances. A study of the songmen of Aboriginal 9 5
Australia can yield much understandig about their societies, as they are
the individuals most strategically placed for influencing the interaction
of songs with social forces.

Considerations for future research revealed by this study could

--

be the following: An investigation of the implications of increasing
emphasis on large scale inter-clan gatherings and the corresponding
decreasing emphasis on clan ceremonies; the political and social
implications of the increasing prominance of ritual organisers as
opposed to specialist songmen in the northern regions; the political and
social implications of the increasing flexibility between social groups
and song ownership in the north; an investigation of the influence of
the increased access to motor vehicles upon ceremony size and nature
and consequent political and social changes associated with these.
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